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ÀB STRACT

This study resulted from the intention of exploring
the possibiJ-ity of bridging the dichotomy between a

theory of metaphor and the interdisciplinary use

of metaphors. EssentiaIIy, this invol.ved studying

metaphor, not only in terms limited to the field of

semant.ics, but as a concept that is properly an

interdisciplinary phenomenon. The need for developing

a theoretical framework that extended a theory of

metaphor beyond semantics and into the phenomenaL world

required redefining metaphor as a sententional movement

that brought together normally unassociated terms. This

resulted in a theory of metaphor that shifted away from

an interactive process emphasizing similarities between

disparate things, and towards a theory of predicative
movement that blended both identity and difference into
a creative di sc losure.

That metaphor is a configuration of normaLly unrelated

words also meant that met.aphor is a movement that evolves

out of the same process that determines the literal
meanings of words. The difference being, that metaphor is
a predicative disclosure that arises out of ordinary



Ianguage by forcing a re-alignment of what is already

held ¡¿ithin the ordinary relationship between words. what

constitutes the basis of this creative disclosure, though,

is a sententional process that enables the imagination to
appropriate ordinary meanings into a novel

configuration, Through an integration between the

imagination and the predicative function of the

sentence, metaphor becomes a display of evolving images; a

projection of images that evolves from the ordinary to the

new.

Yet once we introduce the imagination as an intervening
agent, then metaphor becomes a process that concerns

the disclosure of that which bears 'relevance'. For

through the sentence as a medium that' links language

to speech, the imagination represents the seLf's
dialogical encounter with language as worId. Ànd what

this encounler is, is the 'significance' that
occurs for a being whose ontologicaL condition is as

one who is given over to discourse, to
disclosedness, and the experience of participation. AtI of

which become enhanced under conversation. For conversation

ef f ectivel-y creates the conditions by which the self
may undergo an experience with language that remains

unhindered by the threat of tyranny or the arbitrary misuse

of power.



Now his became evident, both in terms of defining what a

metaphor is about, and in terms of def ining the

relationship bet$'een metaphors and the process and

deveJ.opment of understanding and knowledge r,¡ithin political
discourse. For not only is metaphor most appropriately
made possible in conversation, but conversation as

it related to political man, is also a metaphor that
discloses the metaphorical nature of political man. By this
I mean, that the 'conversation of potitical man'

is a metaphorical accounting of the metaphoricaJ.

exploration of being-in-the-worLd. And what this
metaphorical accounting reveals is that the history of
political man is the hidden history of the tyranny of
conceptual-ly disguised metaphors, of the totalization of a

metaphorical- order shaped by decree, and hence of ideas and

concepts that appeared as self-contained truths. In the

end, the metaphorical accounting of conversation reveals the
pJ.urality of politicaL society, and as such, the

dialogical encounter between self and world that is the

unfolding of the possibilities of an ever evolving
metaphorical d i sc losure .
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I

I NTRODUCTI ON

If you !¡ere to scan any journal, article, or book that
involved a study on some aspect of politics in general r you

would be surprised to find that scholars and writers have

extensively appealed to the use of metaphor when describing,
prescribing r or analyzing socio-politicaL cultures. One

has only to look at any major study on politics and

society to perceive the degree of reliance upon rnetaphor.

References to contracts, organisms, systems, mechanisms,

the marketplace, and solidarity repeatedLy appear

throughout the course of many of these studies; nor is
this Iist exhaustive. In fact, metaphor essentially
pervades throughout political discourse to the extent
that it underlies the accepted framework for
interpreting the socio-political r¡orId. yet, such

metaphors are quite often no longer recognized as metaphors

but are simply reduced to conceptuat frameworks that are

promoted as the necessary methodology for interpreting the

thoughts and actions of a particuLar group and nation, or
perhaps of an entire age itself. For that reason, the

study of netaphor as it applies to political discourse has

largely been ignored, and those that have occured have



started from an analysis of a

concept i Ieaving aside the guest

metaphor, and the relation that
to politicaI discourse.

particular metaphorical

ion of what def ines a

metaphorical meaning has

Similarly, studies on metaphor itself have traditionally
focused on the theory of the inner workings of the

metaphor, explaining what a metaphor is and how a metaphor

develops. WhiIe many examples of metaphor are cited, very

few of these studies have undertaken to explore the
implications their theory of netaphor would have on the

actual interpretations and roLes of particular metaphors

in other disciplines. Most, if not a11, studies on

netaphor tend to remain !¡ithin the horizon of a

semantic and linguistic framework of reference¡ so that
like their counterparts in disciplines dealing with specific
metaphors they tend to remain unmindful of the

broader context and interrelatedness thaL language, and

therefore, metaphor have. As a contribution to providing
a linkage belween the above disciplines, this study

wiIl both develop and explore a theory of metaphor, and

apply that theory to the question of how meLaphors become

frameworks of knowledge, particularly in reference to
political discourse. EssentiaJ.l-y, this involves studying
metaphor, not only in terms limited to the field of
semantics, but as a concept tha! is properly an

i nterd i sc ipl i na ry phenomenon .



That there is a necessary connection between a

theory of metaphor and the context of actual metaphors,

points to the need for developing a theoreticat
framework that makes possible the link between semantics

and the phenomenal world. Several of the more recent

theories, particularly by Black, Davidson, Richards, and

Ricoeur, offer substanLial revisions to understanding the

process of metaphor that may lead to the possibiLity of

defining a theory oî. metaphor differently. But s¡iLh the

exception of Richards, the above thinkers stiII remain in
one form or another under the spell of Aristotle's theory

of metaphor and meaning, despite the signi f icant move

away from Aristotle's substitution theory of metaphor. If
we are therefore to nove towards a theory of metaphor

that extends into the phenomenal worId, we must begin

by examining the theoretical basis for the continuation of
Àristotlers influence.

Now, Àristotle's influence folloss from the failure of
B1ack, Davidson, and Ricoeur to challenge the fundamental

Àristotlian principle that metaphor primarily concerns

the question of Likeness or identity. This oversight can

be traced to the tacit assumption that Bl-ack, Davidson,

and many writers on metaphor have on the concept of
meaning. That being ÀristoÈte's claim that the word is the

fundamental unit of meaning, and that metaphor is, as

a consequenee of this interpretation, a non-proper word



that is to be regarded as redundant !o the original
meaning contained wibhin the non-figurative word, (i.e the

name of the thing). Hence many of lhe arguments put

forward in contemporary theories of metaphor have not

recognized the contradicLion and ambiguity inherent in
ÀristotLe's claim that metaphor is both an act of genius

and an ornamentaL substitution.

This ambiguity within Aristotte's writings is what points
to the need for a re- i nterpretat i on of what

constitutes a metaphor. For Aristotte leaves open the door

for a theory of metaphor that involves more than the
question of ident i ty.
interanimation theory,

Together !¡ith Richards'

and Ricoeur's theory of
senbentional predication, the ambiguity in Aristotle's
theory c reates the poss i bi 1i ty for a morè far
ranging i.nterpretation of the process of metaphor. How

we define a melaphor wiIl therefore depend upon the

nen link between Àristotle and more recent thinkers on

metaphor. À link that will not only touch upon the question

of metaphor, but on the question of meaning as well.
Therefore, in order fuIly to examine hor+ metaphors

develop and the reay they affect our perceptions, I

propose to begin my analysis by first critiquely reviewing

the current accepted theories of metaphor. This is to be

followed by a methodological re-interpretation of how a

meLaphor arises and the crilerion by which we recognize a

metaphor.



Nor,¡, the criterion of how we recognize a metaphor is
important for developing an understanding of the
process of metaphor, particularLy in reference to how

meaning arises. Yet, the question of meaning becomes also
a question of sense and reference, so that to properly

understand the meaning of metaphor requires a theory that
examines the rol-e of metaphor beyond the level of semantics.

To move beyond semantics requires that r,, e explore the
grounds of what constitutes meaning outside of
metaphor, because what has di.vided metaphor from Literal
forms of language reflects a theory that elevates the
word over the sentence as the basis of meaning. And so

Iong as the word retains its pivotal position, then

theoretically, metaphor's extensíon into Èhe phenomenal

world remains undefined. Thus if t¡è are to re-examine

the structure of metaphor r wê must also extend our

analysis to include an exploration of how meaning arises.

Once we begin to explore the grounds by which metaphor

and rneaning become actualized., then it is essential
that \,¡e acknowledge the phenomenal extension of
metaphor, since by pointing to or saying something through

metaphor one is, in fact, disclosing a contex!,
siluationr oF sense. But to define metaphor as a

semantic element that extends into the phenomenaL world

is to define metaphor as an aspect of J.anguage that
involves disclosure, or the act of Saying. Saying,



however, shouì.d be understood as the means by r,¡hich we

discLose being-in-the-worLd, and since metaphor is an aspect

of language through which Saying occurs, it becomes

necessary that one undertake to explore metaphor' s

ontological significance. Nolr, the key to metaphor,s

ontological status is through its relationship to
speech, because only through speech can language be

conLinuaLly recreated, extended, altered, and

reshaped. Once it is understood that metaphor is the

source of change and creativity in Language, then

speech becomes importan! as the mode through ¡,¡hich metaphor

is properly realized. Yet, speech is an activity whose

appropriate setting is conversation, because only in a

conversation is speech free to select and interpret what is
being said r¡ithout the threat of censorship or the

imposition of rules and regulations by an authoritarian
body. At a fundamental leve1, conversation is an open

ended medium for disclosing oneself, and the world one

lives in; and since metaphor is one of the means through

vhich Saying occurs, then conversation becomes central to
explicating a theory of metaphor.

But the explication of a

terms of conversation also must

because while conversat ion is
through which metaphor ar i ses,

a ¡netaphor itself. conversat ion

theory of metaÞhor in

be seen as two-s ided,

important as a med i um

it is also important as

is therefore not j ust



a medium by which language expresses itself, but also is to
be perceived as a metaphor for participating in worlds,
In other !¡ords, conversation is a metaphor of Saying, a

meeting place for human intercourse, and a place where

those who particípate are able to disclose
being-in-the-worLd. From an ontological point of view, it
is the metaphor that makes present the actuality of Saying.

Which means that not onLy is metaphor's ontological
significance grounded in the medium of conversation, it
is aLso revealed through conversation as a metaphor.

Now, i f metaphoricaJ. meaning is understood as more

than a problem of semantics, but of ontotogy as weII, then

metaphor is a question of what bears relevance, so that,
instead of speaking of 'truth', one is referring to
what is made true. Hence the importance of conversation,
because if conversation is a process through which

perception and understanding arise, then the guestion

of metaphor's role for determining how knowledge arises
becomes pivotal; part icularly as i t appl ies to
political discourse. Ànd by political discourse, I mean

the mode of interpretation and understanding that
political man undertakes in the course of explaining the
political and social world. Once we accept that politics is
abouÈ conversation, then metaphor becomes a central feature
of how disclosure is presented; and is the subject of the

final part of Lhe study on netaphor " In other words,



because of metaphors's dual relationship Lo conversation, it
wiII be proven that metaphor is not only a reflection of
the nalure of politica]. man, but that metaphor constitutes
the ground from which political man develops concepts

that come to be def ined as frameworks of knowLedge

concerning the socio-politicaL world.

But before we arrive at an understanding of the

relationship between metaphor and political man, the

study of metaphor requires an approach that links the

field of semantics, where metaphor was traditionally
classi f ied as one of several f igurative tropes, and

the social sciences, where various metaphors are found

to be a part of the interpretive methodoLogy. Hence t.he

necessity of reviewing the current theories on

rnetaphor. For these theories have evolved over time

to a position where both their strengths and

weaknesses require exptication in order to provide the
parameters for developing a theory of metaphor that begins

with semantics, and passes through ontology on the way to
knowledge. The following chapter is therefore a critical
review of the prevailing theories offered by Max Black,
(whose interaction theory is considered the definitive
view); t.a. Richards, (whose theory initiatly provided the
basis for BIack's interaction theory) ; and Donald

Ðavidson, (whose critique of Black's distinctions between

the literal and the figurative form one of the main



arguments against BIack's interpretat ion ) .

stage, other than Aristo!1e, the contribution
theories on metaphor wiJ.I only be alluded to,
arguments of these four writers form the starting
a theory of metaphor that reaches beyond semantics.

Àt this
of other

since the

point for



I]
À CRITICÀL REVIEW OF CURRENT THEORIES ON

METAPHOR

when Àristotle referred to metaphor as a simile
contracted into one word, he estabLished not only the
grounds from which a theory of metaphor wouLd

develop, but also indirectly designated the discipline
under which a theory of metaphor was to be understood.
Àl-though Aristotle noted that the use of metaphor involved a

change in a particular word's meaning, this change

essent ially came to be designated as an act of
substitution. A definition of metaphor that r,¡as based

on the perceptive capacity of identifying and naming

'the similar' between things that were 'dissimilar'.1
Henceforth, metaphor v¡as classified as one of several
tropes, and was closely identified with the simile, since
the parameters of both tropes were outlined in terms of
the comparison of Iike things. In fact, the chief
difference between the t!¡o was that simile was perceived as

being an explicit comparison of the particular
similarities between each thing, while metaphor implied the

identity of the two objects compared.2 As such, metaphor

eventualLy evo)-ved into a trope that was regarded as

_ lô



redundant to the original meaning that is contained within
the non-figura!ive word, ( i.e. the name of the thing). For

Àristotle, because metaphor is classified as a non-proper

word, netaphor comes to be defined in terms of its
relation to the noun.

Now, the importance of the noun to an understanding of

metaphor can be traced to the importance and the direction
that Aristotle gives to the analysis of lexis, roughly

understood as language expression. According to Ricoeur,

instead of analyzing Lexis as a mode of speech, "which
would link up notions such as command, prayer, simple

statement, threat, question, ans!¡er, etc. r" Aristotle
passes over to an analysis of lexis in terms of the parts or

constiEuents of diction, which includes not only the noun,

but speech, (1ogos), as we11.3 It foIIows, tha! since the

noun is common to both metaphor and the enumeration of
parls of speech, metaphor comes to be understood in terms

of a segment of discourse, and not a! the level of discourse

itself .

The emergence of the noun as the central figure of
language, is apparent !¡hen we consider that, for Àristotle,
the noun is the first semantic entity to be accorded

status as a composite significant sound; a position which

was defined in opposition to the invisible sound of
the letter and the rneaningless sound of the sylJ.able,

article, and conjunction. In addition, not only is the



noun a composite significant sound, but it is a composite

unit that is meaningful by itself. a Meaning is therefore
explicated at the level of the word, and since metaphor is
defined as the change of the meaning of nouns it too
becomes subject to the dominance of the word. Metaphor, in
fact, comes to be defined in opposition to lhe meaning of
the proper word for a thing. Metaphor is simply presented

as a substitute to add flavor to what one says, but
adds nothing to the meaning of what one is saying, because

by resubstituting the proper word one can seè that the

meaning of what was said remains unallered,

By analyzing Lexis in terms of the component parts of
speech, particularly the noun, Aristotle denys any role
for the senLence in the determination of meaning. WhiIe

Aristotle does acknowledge that the sentence is a compound

composed of nouns and verbs from which meaning is conveyed,

he does not go into the question of ho¡v a

sententional process expresses meaning. Às such, this
decisive shift ar¡ay from the level of discourse had

profound implica!ions for a Lheory of metaphor.

Essential).y, by opposing metaphor to the name of the thing
in itseLf at the level of the r¡ord, Aristotle lays the
groundr,¡ork for a theory of metaphor that involves
substitution and not movement., thereby introducing the
distinction between words proper, (literal r,¡ords), and

non-proper words, (figurative words). The cLassification
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of metaphor into a non-proper word associated with terms

that are ornamen!a1, strange, invented, lengthened, and

shortened, places metaphor on the other side of
meaning. I,¡hereas, words Ehat Aristot.le identif ies in

the Poetics as "reguì-ar l¡ords" are substantive words whose

meaning is made clear through their use as a conventional
expression in soc ie!y. s

Once Aristotle defines metaphor as a transference at the
level of the word, the study of metaphor takes place

as an adjunct to the sludy of the meaning of words. In

the ancient world such study $¡as more often associated

r¡ith philosophical inquiry, but in the age of

specialization, ArisLotIe's theoretical classifications
became properly the preserve of the fietd of semantics.

Initially, this caused little change in the approach to a

study of metaphor, since melaphor was viewed as peripheral
Lo the meaning of words, and remained limited to those

studies interested in linguistic ornamentation and sty1e, or

to a taxonomy of tropes. Holrever, recent studies on

language, particularly how we acquire new meaning, began

to focus on metaphor as a possible source for how

meaning arises, while simultaneously challenging the

traditional Aristotelian theory of metaphor. Às a result of
metaphor's original link to the word through a theory
of substitution, the rnost significant early criticism of
ÀristotLe's theory developed through an analysis of
metaphor in terms of its semantic ro1e.



Of these studies, there emerged two significant
contributions that effectively ended Aristotle's dominance.

The earliest, and as we will see later, perhaps the more

far-reaching, \,¡a s I. À. Richards' philosophy of Rhetoric,
published in 1936 during the height of positivist
influence. Àccording to Richards, metaphor is not a simple

transference of one term for another, but is a

transaction betÌ¡een contexts, a borrowing between an

intercourse of thoughts, that is supported by a single word,

or a phrase, and whose meaning is a resultant of their
interaction.6 Metaphor is therefore not a single word in
opposition to the principal subject, (proper word) , but
is the co-presence of the vehicle and the tenor, or the
principal subject and the subsidiary subject. yet, the
co-presence of the two r,¡ords does not create a l-imited or

static meaning, but tends to cause meaning to vary

according to the extent of their interanimation. ? Which is
to say that meaning develops through a process of
interanimation that brings forth the inÈerpretive
possibilities of the whole utterance, With the utterance,
we no longer refer to a simpJ.e substitution between two

words, but to a movement of srords through thè course

of the senlence. s Thus, through the application of words

to different sentences, meaning undergoes a constant

change, and is subject to the variation of context that
each word brings to the sentence.



By linking meaning to the co-operating of component words

during lhe course of an utterance, Richards elevates
meaning to the leve1 of the sentence, and away from the

domi nance of the word. I f the word can no longer
be associated with the fundamentaL ground of meaning,

then Aristotle's subordination of metaphor to isolated
part.s of discourse becomes probJ-ematicaL . Nol¡, the
importance that Richards' theory had for discourse wilI be

dealL with later; hol¡ever, it should be noted, that
once meaning is expl icated

metaphor becomes a function
word. In fact, if meaning is directly related to the
interanimation of words at the level of the sentènce,
then the distinction that centered on the question of
meaning and contributed to thè dichotomy between

figurative and literal words becomes questionable. Às

Richards states, "a word may be simultaneously boLh

literal and metaphoric, and just as it may

simultaneously support many different metaphors, it may

serve to focus into one meaning many different meanings.,'s

ÀIthough Richards' theory on the nature and

significance of metaphor was extensive, iÈ had littl-e
impact at the time. Firstly, Richards was not a

phiJ-osopher, nor did he have a highly visible reputation.
Secondly, his arguments were vier¡ed as a radical
departure from Èhe accepted s'isdom of the time; a

1n

of

terms of movemen!, then

the sentence and not the
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predominantly positivist approach that continued to
eschew any association r,rith the figurative aspects of
Ianguage. As things stood, it r,¡ould require someone ¡,¡ith

a respected reputation, along with t.he decline of
positivism, before any serious consideration for
metaphor was to be given.

By 1962, with the publication of Models and Metaphors by

the philosopher Max B1ack, circumstances had so changed

that many scholars ¡,¡ere open to the possibility for a

renewal of the study on metaphor and meaning.

Although BIack's theory of metaphor v¡as essentialì-y
dral¡n from Richards interanimation theory, it was to be

BIack's interaction version that was to become the

definitive statement on metaphor. Nor,r, according to Black,
the interaction theory is committed to the the following
seven clains:

1) A metaphorical statement has two distinct
subjects... .....a "principaL" subject and a
"subsidiary" one.

2) These subjects are often best regarded as
"systerns of things," rather than "things;"
3). . The netaphor works by applying to theprincipal subject a system o¡- -',a;sociated
implications" characteristic of the
subsidiary subject.
4) These implicat.ions usually consist of
"commonplaces" about the subsidiary subject, but
frây r in suitable cases, consist of deviantimplications established ad hoc by the vriter.
5) -The metaphor selecLs, emphasizes, suppresses,
and organizes features of the principal subject byimplyinq statements about it that ñormally appl!
to the subsidiary subj ec t.
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6) This invoLves shifts in meaning of words
belonging to the same family or sysÈem as the
metaphoricaL expression; and some of theseshifts, though not all r mây be metaphoricat
transfers. (The subordinate metaphors are,however, to be read less "emphaticatly" ) .

7) There is, in generalr Do simpLe 'ground'for the necessary shifts of meaning...no blanketreason why some metaphors work and othersfair. r0

At an initial glance, BIack's interaction theory appears

to be a refinement and follow-up of Richards, earlier
theory. On closer examination, however, it becomes

evident that while BIack's theory accepts some of
Richards' tenets, he departs in vays both progressive and

retrogressive from Richards' conclusions. BIack does

re-constitute Richards' interanimation theory in the sense

that two thoughts are related through an interactive
process. A process that incites the hearer to select some

of the properties from lhe secondary subject, thereby
creating a contextual framework to fit the primary

subject, while also simultaneously altering el-ements of
the secondary subject. I r Similarty, Black notes that a

powerful metaphor elicits a re-ordering of the
intendant meaning by appropriating a ,'system of things"
from a similar family of associated implications, on to the

"system of things" of the principal subject. Thus Iike
Richards, Black establishes the importance of context in
the development of meaning. However, by introducing
systems, Black goes beyond Richards explication of what is
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impJ-ied by the interaction of context. For Black,
context is not limited to !he distinction bet¡,¡een different
things, betlreen words whose meaning is defined in terms

of a semantic ordering or an implied struc!ure of
thought. Instead, the interaction between two words

involves a shift or !ransfer of backgrounds, or perhaps

entire neLworks, from which meaning is drawn forth. In
other vords, meaning arises because what is brought to
bear through the interaction of words is the

i nterpenet rat i on of a range of contextual
relationships, whose appropriateness is determined by the
speaker and hearer's ability to organize and project a shift
in meaning from what they understand about words on a

part icular occasion.

WhiIe Black acknowledges that metaphor involves a

transfer or displacement of meaning, he does not foltow
Richards' lead, !ha! netaphor is a movement of meanings

that arises in lhe course of an utterance, and

therefore, at the level of the sentence. Instead, Black

retains Àristotle's conception of the primacy of the
word in semantic meaning, and with it, the traditional
dichotomy between literal and figurative words. Now, it is
important to understand, that for Black, the figurative
word i s not referred to as a metaphor , but
contains a metaphorical sense, ¡vhich acts as the f rarne

upon the literal foeus. Thus what metaphor i nvo.Lves



is the transference of meaning through the interaction of
the figurative and the Iiteral word. yet, to speak of
transference is to denote an attribute of movement. As

Ricoeur points out, movement is defined in terms of what

Aristotle refers to as the epiphora of the word, which is
the transposition of all linguistic entites, and is the
process that properly designates a change in meaning. In
fact, the word phora itself, according to Ricoeur, "means

a kind of change, a change vith respect to location. "t2
Ricoeur even goes so far as to Sâyr that one cannot

speak of metaphor without designating epiÞhora. Thus if one

carries this argument to it.s logicat conclusion, then

metaphor should be classified as a process of
displacement between one pole and the other; a displacement

that is more Likely to begin at the level of the sentence.

However, for Black, the question of transference is
defined in relation to the idea of borrowing. The focal
term is defined in terms of a connection made with an alien,
or normally unassociated word. Each term is reLated

by means of an application of one words' context onto the
other, and not through the process of movement between

r,¡ords in a sentence. Interestingly, at one point,
Black does speak of the metaphorical sentence, but he

drifts off into questions on the relation between

meaning and associated commonplaces. 13
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BIack's failure to recognize the sententional source of
metaphor, and his subsequent. subordination of the sentence

to the word, results from his appeal to accepted Language

conventions, and, as such, to what gualify's as a literal
word. In order to be able to recognize a metâphor, it is
necessary, according to Black, to have recourse to a

sel of synLactical and semanticaL ruÌes, as ¡,¡e11 âS, a

common standard of beliefs. The ability to appeal to rules
and convention is what sets metaphor apart. yet, as

Michael Polanyi points out, it is not rules and

conventions alone that distinguish metaphor from other
grammatical forms of language. It is the capacity of
metaphor lo infuse what is significant within the words

themselves as they bear upon each other and as they are

thought to relate to some of the inchoate experiences within
our or.rn Lives. Ànd how this occurs does not depend on

rules and conventions, for they are tacitly assumed when

words are given in a grammaticaL expression. Instead, the
difference must rest vrith the imaginative performance that
takes place when non-assoc iated words are brought

together.la rt fo1lows, that as long as Black

continues to accept the traditional separation of
metaphor from what is grammatically appropriate, then

metaphor cannot be said to achieve a true interaction,
but must remain grounded within a theory of
comparisons; not in the sense of the traditional theory,
but in relation to a question of paradox, or a violation of
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ru1es. For in Black' s words , a metaphor ical statement
essent ially involves "an act of violence , which
produces nonsense or self-contradiction. ,'1 s

Now, it is important to note, that lhe problem of
paradox or contradiction does not develop out of the
relationship of t!¡o or more equall-y weighted terms, but
is achieved as a result of the significance given to the
principal propositional word. For that reason, when

metaphor is defined as a paradox, it is because it is
perceived only from lhe standpoint of the principal literal
word in the sentence. For example, in Black's statement,
"Man is a wolf", a paradox is denoted, thereby implying the
presence of a metaphor, sì.nce the interaction of the
words r.¡olf and man violates commonly understood beliefs
about what literally constitutes a man as opposed to a

wolf.16 Àlthough the rneaning of each word is not confined to
a strict Lexical reference, the altributes of what

constitutes the meaning of each r,¡ord is governed by the
word's contextual constellation of accepted relations.
Meaning is t.heref ore determined by the specific
referential ideas by which each !¡ord is commonLy

understood. I,thich is to say that meaning prinarily is a

result of what constitutes the words pivotal function
in the sentence. For Black, like Àrisbolle, the word is
the central unit of meaning because it embodies the
semantic identity. In the course of a statement, or an
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utterance, it is the principal word about which meaning is
referred to, so that any change in meaning must both depend

on and appeal to what is accepted as the principal word's
normal-ly understood meaning. So long as the primary

Iocus of meaning is associated with the word, then

metaphor is more an interactive application, than a

transpositional movement. In other words, if the word's
position is the semantic kernel about which meaning

revolves , then metaphor must be ident i f ied as a

correLative process in which the subsidiary word(s) is
directly related to the principal word in bhe sentence. A

process that must be seen to occur at t.he leveL of the
word, and not at the level of the sentence.

BIack's inability to appreciate the role of
sentence in lhe determination of meaning,

unanswered the question of what makes a figurative word

figurative. WhiIe BLack retains Àristotle's opposition
between the literal and the figuralive, he notes that aII
words in the sentence bring their literaL meaning into
contact. However., if the inLeraction of the two prinary
words is to involve displacement for a metaphor to arise,
then what feature is available that enables a word to be

accorded an additional metaphorical. sense? It is just
this guestion lhat Donal-d Davidson attempts to answer in a

radical paper that is essentially a criticism of the

tension theory that Black and many oLher semanticists have

the

Ieaves



advocated concerning the possibility of metaphorical

meaning. A criLicism that is directed against the notion
that through a particular tension that is forced betr¡een

particular words, one or more of these v¡ords comes to
reveal a normally hidden metaphorical sense.

Àccording to Davidson, the distinction between the
figurative and the literal cannot be ascertained from thè
meaning of the l¡ords themselves, because in metaphor the
lrords used mean nothing more than what they are understood

in their most literal interpretation to mean.17 Instead,
the explanation of how a metaphor works must turn on the
distinction between what a metaphor means and what lhey
are used for. From Davidson's point of view, how a

metaphor develops depends on the use made of the employment

of words and sentences. Ànd for Davidson, how \{e use words

in a metaphor depends on the imaginative application of the
literal meaning that each word carries; an application
that is delimited by the context that the words are being

used in. In fact, Davidson goes on to suggest that, the
preoccupation with establishing a metaphorical meaning

alongside a word's IiteraL meaning stems from the

natural inclination to assume that if ordinary acts
denoting similarity elicit ordinary meanings then it is
J.ikely that unusual similarities invoked by metaphor posit
unusual or metaphorical meanings. Once it is assumed

that metaphor foIlol¡s the same semantic ruÌes as ordinary



language, then certain r¡ords are assumed to take on a

new or extended meaning in relaLion to the accepted class
of meanings associated with the ordinary l¡ord.18

This distinction between the ordinary meaning of the

word and the figurative rests on the assumption tha!
what metaphor is involved with is a kind of ambiguity, an

uncertainty as to the actual meanings of the words

used. But as Davidson notes, metaphor cannot simply be a
result of ambiguity, because quite often $,e immediately

recognize that a metaphor is being employed, nor is there
any uncertainty as to the meaning of the metaphorical
passage. If there is ambiguity it is due to the different
use employed of words, and not to an ambiguity that wouLd

alLow for the possibility of either an ordinary or

metaphorical meaning to arise, On the whoIe, Ðavidson

tends to dismiss the role of ambiguity, because he

essentiall,y portrays the recognition of a metaphor as a

simult.aneous recognition that each word in the
metaphoricaJ. passage has been decisively interpreted as

to their ordinary meanings.rs

But is it safe to assume that ambiguity of
meaning has been resolved? Israel Schef f l-er, for one,

has noted the different ways that vrords may be said to
be ambiguous. For instance, a word may be said to carry
tv¡o or more interpretations in the same passage, the

resoluLion of either remaining indecisive, given that



each interpretation is considered va1id. This argument is
clearly in evidence in the statemen!, 'Maria bore

Michael and Lisar' where the lrord ,bore' lends itseLf to the
possibility that the passage is abou! birth, being
carried, or being sustained. Nor can we unequivically say

that the names Michael and Lisa are referring to
children, adults r or perhaps even animals. 20 But then

again, it is clear that Davidson is not concerned to express

a theory of metaphorical meaning, and so does not
explore the relationship between Lhe polysemic nature of
meaning in ordinary language and the possibility of
metaphor. For it must be remembered, that in Davidson's
interpretation, metaphor is a question of imaginative
use, and in that sense, hinges on what he refers to as the
dichotomy between, "learning a new use for an o1d r+ord

with using a word already understood," the former of which

concerns metaphor. 2 I

Davidson attempts to justify his ctaim by appealing to a

consideration of dead metaphors. He suggests that it
doesn't matter that a word can be ambiguously interpreted,
but that what does matter is tha! when the lrord was

appi. i ed metaphorically, it made the hearer notice
some type of similarity. In contrast, once a word is
understood in its presènt setting one is no longer asked

to take notice of what is being pointed to. Words Èhat were

onee used metaphorically are nor¡¡ undersÈood as dead
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metaphors because they posit nothing more than ehat they
refer to. For example, according to Davidson, the
metaphorical statement ,'He was burned up', was once a

live metaphor that incited the hearer to picture an image

about r,¡hat the vrords v¡ere about, but currently it "suggests
noLhing more than that he was very angry. " 2 2 Here the
distinction suggests that with a metaphor we are asked to
look beyond the meaning of the words, to take notice of a

referential image that is revealed through the use that
vrords can have in a given context. In other words, what

Davidson seems to be imptying is that metaphor is not a

problem of semantics, but is direcÈIy related to
the individuat's psychological capacity to employ words

in the service of the imaginat.ion. WhiIe ¡rith dead

metaphors it is not a question of using one's imagination to
perceive similarities, of looking beyond the v¡ords, but
simply !o decide which meaning is suitable to each word in
the course of an ulterance. A difference between the
active use of the mind and the somewhat passive acceptânce

of what appears to be a limited range of ordinary
meanings. It foL1or,¡s, therefore, that the difference
bet¡¿een a live and a dead metaphor centers around v¡hat a

metaphor is understood to be doing. Ànd in this sense,

metaphor is not about a change in the meaning of the words

used, but concerns the context in which the !¡ords have been

imaginat ively used .



Hor,rever, as Stephen Davies has pointed out, this portion
of Davidson's argument is rather ¡,¡eak. Às Davies states,
it is difficult to understand why the originaL intimations
of the live metaphor come to be lost. Moreover, if the
Iiteral meaning from lhe statement "He !¡as burned up" did
not derive from the lost intimations, then how does the dead

metaphor come to acquire this newly posited meaning.23

Although Davidson's explanation of the difference belween

what a dead metaphor means and how a live met.aphor works

remains problematical, he does extend his analysis into a

consideration that includes a comparison of metaphor and

sirnil-e. Àccording to Davidson, when we invoke a simile
we are declaring nothing more lhan lhe similarity itself;
"the simile states there is a likeness, but leaves it to
us !o pick out some common feature or features."2a
SimiLarly, to employ a metaphor is not to expticitty
affirm a likeness, but to notice that something common

between things i s to be sought. Notr, ¡,¡hen we ernploy a

sinile, we are not maintaining that lhe v¡ords used refer to
some second or alternative meaning. The words simply
convey the meaning that something is to be compared, but
the point or intentionality of thal comparison remains

outside the scope of the meaning of the r¡ords used. To

undersÈand the point of what one is saying through a

sinile requires that one understand the context of use.



For that reason, "what words do with their l-iLeraL
meaning in a simile must be possible for them to do in
metaphor."2s The words used in a metaphor call attention to
some form of similarity, although not the sarne

similarities as a simile, and Iike a si.mile do not depend

on the meaning of the words for disclosing the
subtle paraIlels or anal.ogies evoked by the metaphor.

ÀIthough Davidson does attempt to understand metaphor by

understanding a simile, he does not suggest as Nelson

Goodman does, that the difference between metaphor

and simile is negligible, because bhey essentially
concern the same thing, (i.e. the likening of one thing
to another).26 Davidson's position is somewhat more

complex. To begin with, iL is important to remember

that Davidson's argument is concerned with how we use words

as opposed to the question of meaning implied by a

comparison of the words 'like, and 'is' . The latter of
which remains bound to a theory that continues to explain
metaphor in terms of the problem of semantic ambiguity. It
is because simile and metaphor are to be understood âs an

activity of tinguislic use that Ðavidson is able to
interpret metaphor in terms of simile. The result thereof,
is not that netaphor has been reduced to the level of a

simile, but that simile has been raised beyond a question
of semantics 'to a Level that is concerned r+ith the
explication of r,¡ords as they are used.
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Although Davidson's elevation of simile is important for
understanding the guestion of context and the devefopment

of a theory of metaphor that reaches beyond

semantics, it also contributes to a theory of metaphor

that if accepted has no recourse but to be reduced

to a theory of comparisons. If metaphor is a process

through which one is nudged towards noticing the
common elements between things then metaphor must stitl
require that comparison take place, for how is one to
notice r,¡hat is common without some form of comparison

occuring. In fact, if we examine this par! of
Ðavidson' s theory more closeJ-y, it becomes apparent
tha! much of r¡hat he states leads one to conclude that
metaphor is essentially a process that reveals already
constituted reLations of likeness. In that way, Davidson

seems to follow the view held by Eugene Mi1ler, that
metaphor is a linguistic act that involves the
discovery and revelation of the similarities between

Èhings. But that once metaphor has revealed what is
intrinsic betl¡een things, it can be discarded as

unessential to further understanding the nature of what has

now been discovered.2T What we are therefore left with is a

theory of metaphor that has been accorded the status of an

instrument designed to aid in the interpretation
and understanding of things, but does not itself
contribute to the creation of alternative perceptions.



The underlying view that metaphor is more functional than

creative stems from a theory that emphasizes the context of
use as the criterion by which metaphor is to be understood;

and which aLso causes Davidson to make the error of
attempting !o separâte metaphor from semantics. À

possibility that is 1ikely to arise once it is accepted

lhat metaphor relies on nothing more than a liLeral meaning,

and that such meaning is a result of the predominance given

to the word as the focus of how meaning develops.

For Davidson, like BIack, associates the development of
meaning with the word's pivotal function in lhe
sentence, precluding thereby the possibility of a

transpositional movement !¡hich would enable the words in a

sentence to form a meaning that is altogether distinct from

the constellation of ordinary meaning associated with each

wordsr occurrence, À problem, however, that Black is able

to sidestep, because metaphor is Iinked to a shift or
movement between the figurative and the literal word.

Àn option that is not available for Davidson since he has

already negated lhe possibiLity of explica!ing a theory of
meaning that centers on the distinction between the literal
and figurative.

Without a procedure for generating a change in
meaning, no mechanism exists from which a semantic theory
of metaphorical meaning may arise. On the other hand, if
there exists no way of determining how a change in
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meanlng occurs, then how a v¡ord acquires its literal
meaning becomes problematicaL as well; a question that
we ¡,¡iIl leave aside for the moment. It follows, that if
the words in a metaphor imply no semantic alteration of
meaning then a metaphor can only be interpreted as a

linguistic activity through which one is required to
relate apparently distinct entities by comparing those
aspects they have in common. À proposition that inevitably
Ieads to a denial of both the interaction and

interanimation theory, since there exists no framework

through which eiLher interaction or movement couLd take
plac e .

Once it is accepted that the words used in a

metaphorical expression rnean nothing more than what they
literaIly say, then the sentences in which metaphors occur
can be interpreted as either true or false. For
Davidson, to recognize a sentence as metaphorical is to
undersland that the meânin9 of the l¡ords used is
literally faLse.28 In fact, Davidson claims that one of
the chief differences between metaphor and simiLe is
that whiLe the ¡,rords used in a metaphor are literally faIse,
in a sinile they are litera1ly true. It is because we

perceive an absurdity as to the meaning of the words used

that we recognize a metaphor, thereby requiring lhat vre

search out the intended hidden implications of what the
metaphor points Lo.2s yet, as BIack states, if in a simiLe
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aII things are true, then why is it necessary to use

melaphor to nudge us into recognizing something common,

when a simile r,¡ould do just as well. What Black

suggests, is that if we arê to accept Davidson's

distincÈion beLween a simile and a metaphor, then

metaphor should be assimilated to hyperbole, which

is an exaggerated or elliptical simiIe.3o But B1ack has

somee¡hat dismissed the importance that Ðavidson gives to the

role played by the literat meaning of words in a

metaphor. Àccordingly, metaphor cannot simply be equated

with an elliptical simile since the original meaning of the

words upon which the metaphor depends could not be

considered a literal equivaLent to the words in the simile
itself.31 In this case, we would have to say that
Davidson's defense is grounded in the inability of metaphor

to be paraphrased. This is not to deny that paraphrase may

have a role in determining the interpretation of a

melaphor--a guestion--to be considered Later.

Now, according to Davidson, one consequence of his theory
of metaphor i s that metaphor should be understood as

similar to speech acts, such as telling a lie,
asserting, hinting, promising, or criticizing, aJ.I of
which concern the use of words and not what they mean.32

Yet, Davidson's example of telling a lie is not the same

as saying a metaphor. To say that "Lattimore is a

Communist " may involve telling a 1ie, but it cannot be



mistaken for a metaphor. For a 1ie to be successful it
requires Lhat the words used make sense according to
their ordinary meanings tacitly understood, Hence with a

Iie, it is important that the speaker choose words that
remain persuasive, but that do not force the hearer to
think lhrough to what the !¡ords are revealing. The chances

are, however, that by using words normally unassociated
one is likely to find it difficult to convey a lie,
because what the words appear to be saying points to the
need for interpretation and not simpLy agreement. In a

certain sense, therefore, telling a lie is
fundamenLally a problem of intentionality, since hor,r

the ¡,¡ords are used specifically determines the
success or failure of the Iie.. On the other hand, with the
metaphor "from hands no tears flow" lre have a

configuration of words that appear to be remotely
connected, so that the meaning of r,¡hat they disclose is not
found within a community's ordinary usage. It is a

configuration that initially is interpreted as an

absurdity, insofar as it is perceived that the chosen

words are not normally associated, and therefore seem to be

held in a state of tension with one another. And absurdity
is not a question of falseness, but is more a problem

of the relationship between ¡,¡ords.

Thus, if we accept that metaphor denotes an absurdity,
or what Rieoeur refers to as ân inpertinence, then it also



becomes evident that the recognition of this
incompatibility exists at the Ievel of semantics. For

how do we explain that an absurdity ari.ses, if not through
how the words interact a! the level of a sententional
utterance. Context plays a significant role but more

along the lines of Black's interaction of associated and

una s soc iated commonplaces. Consequent1y, rqhi le
Ðavidson is correct in his assertion that the words used in
a metaphor mean nothing other than r,¡hat they are

ordinarily interpreted as, his theory Ieaves unsol-ved the
problem of how the literal meaning of certain words are

to be interpreted as a netaphorical application;
particularly since Davidson has not established any

criterion for concluding that metaphor should be classified
as a speech act as opposed to a semantic process.

Essentially, for Davidson, the source of the prob).em is
much the same as BIack's, although ¡.¡ith different
consequences. For neither Ðavidson nor Black have

followed up on Richards' interpretation of meaning and

metaphor in terms of the movement and interaction of words

at the level of the sentence. The result has been that
both theories have tried to explain a theory of metaphor

that focusses primarily on either semantics or context,
but that is unable Èo bridge the two, or at the very
least, extend its theory to a proper consideration of the

other. Às sueh, only by returning to Richards' approach



concerning hor,¡ words interanimate, and hor,¡ metaphor

results from this interanimation, wiIl it be possible to
establish the grounds for a reconsideration of both
Black's and Ðavidson's approach, as well as providing
the initiaL framework from r,¡hich

theory of metaphor will develop.

a reconstituted
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ITI

RE_ I NTERPRETATI ON OF MEANTNG: FROM WORD TO
S ENTENCE

THE NOMINALI ST CRI TI OUE

It is evident through our examination of the recent
controversy belween Black and Davidson, that the

difficulties regarding the interpretation of metaphor began

with Àristotters subordination of metaphor to the
word. This initial error resulted fron a theory of
meaning tha! focussed on the act of naming, or the
application of a word to a particular thing. Now, the

correlation betl'een word and thing does not develop

in a vacuum, but is rather the relationship between certain
words that are understood to belong properly to
certain kinds of things, The meaning of these terms

therefore comes to be referred to as proper meaning,

whereas, metaphor and other figurative tropes that do not

signify a name are defined as borrolred or alien words;

a term that is interpreted as a type of absence or lack in
relation to the actual name of the thj.ng. For that reason,

metaphor and oLher figurative tropes came to be simpJ.y

- 36



classified as non-proper ¡¿ords in opposition to the proper

name of the thing itseLf.1 Once metaphor was identified
as a borror,¡ed term in relation to the primary proper
word in a sentence, it signaled the development of a

theory of metaphor that was limited to simple
substitution or some form of comparison.

Yet, Lhe dichotomy between proper and non-proper meaning

rests on the prenise that to name something is
equivalent to knowing about the thing itself, Àn idea
based on the assumption that naming is the creation of a

Iinguistic sign that delineates a parallel resemblance

to the thing so named.2 As plato has argued, however,
words are not accurate r.epresentations of the thing itself,
whether by sound or signification, but are labelled as

appropriate or correct according to custom and convention.
To nane something is to give signification to an

object or phenomenon in a manner consistent with the
prevaiì.ing conception of the time. In this wây¡ the
criterion for determining the meaning of a v¡ord has nothing
to do ¡,rith resemblance, since a word may be made up of
letters unrelated by sound or form to the Lhing disclosed.3
If Plato is correct in saying that lhe relationship
between the name and the thing has no referential basis,
then a theory that grounds meaning in the word's capacity
to represent the being of the thing itself becomes

problematicaÌ, and ¡{ith it a theory of metaphor that
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develops in opposition to the noun's position as the primary
source of meaning. However, if rnetaphor is to be

detached from a theory that centers on the word as the
primary source of meaning it is necessary to fo11ow up on

Plato's argument against the nominalist theory of r¡hat

const i tutes proper meaning.

Now if !¡e agree that because words are a composition of
letEers and sounds wiLhout reference, then the relatedness
of the l¡ord to the thing becomes a question of no! only
like but of unlike r âs we11. A distinction for plato
that is analogous to the distinction between truth and

falsehood. Àccording to plato, thereforer âny sign can be

demonstrated to be either true or false in relation to
the thing itself, because a1l designations of a thing
are some!¡ha t arbi !rary, Iimired only by the
conventions that prevail within a language community at any

one time.4 However r âs Gadamer points out, the appeal to
custom or conven!ion does not by itself establish lhe
problem of falsity as the ground through which the sign
conceals the thing while simullaneously asserting
itself. For the very "intelligibility of the sign Iies
precisely in the fact that it points away from itself and

does not assert itself as .an independent reality but merely
serves its f unction.',5 What makes pLato's argument valid,
though, is that despite the fact that the sign points
beyond itself, it nevertheless depends on convention for
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its meaning, because it is only through convention that
a sign comes to acquire the meaning that it has. Às

such, i! opens up the possibility of the sign revealing
something Lhat does noL represent the thing meant.

Thus for PLato the arbitrary nature of convention provided
for the possiblity of ambiguity within the meaning of the
sign.

Àlthough PIato acknowledges that ambiguity in the sign
has its origin in the community and not in relaÈion to the
thing itself, he sLiIl leaves unanswered the question of
how ambiguity arises in the sign; and therefore how meaning

develops through the actuality of the sign. Now, the
ansr.¡er to this question can be found in the study of
semiology¡ â term defined by de Saussure, "ãs a

science ¡vhich studies the role of signs as part of social
1ife."6 Hov¡ever, as Ricoeur notes, for de Saussure "the sign
is oar excelLence a word,,'7 and semiology primarily is the
study by which the sign as word is made to represen!
ideas, both as a wrítten mark as well as a verbal
utterance. Now, according to de Saussure, the sign is not
a link bett¡een a thing and a name, a point in agreement

lrith Plato, but betveen a concept and its abstrac!
articulation, or what he calls the signification and the
signal.8 Which is to say that the sign is composed of a

link between a general notion or idea and the hearer's
psychological impression of a sound. From this link de
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Saussure deduces a fundamental characteristic which governs

the nature of the sign. He expresses this as follows
"the link beLween signal and signification is arbitrary.
But since we are treating a sign as the combination in
which a signal is associated with a signification, we

can express this more simply as: the linguistic sign is
arbitrary. "e

What de Saussure contends, is that there is no ground

that would justify the existence of a necessary connection
between an idea and a sequence of sounds; a fact thât
can be demonstrated by the differences between languages,
or at the very Ieast, by the existence of different
languages. Instead, what determines how a signal beco¡nes

identified r¡ith a signification rests upon the
collective habit or convention of a particular society,
and not upon some natural connection in reality. For that
reason, according to de Saussure, the connection between

signal and signification is to be seen as unmotivated,
because "the individual has no power to alter a sign
once it has been established in a Iinguistic community,"ro
Which means Lhat the arbitrary relation between signal
and signification is not based on an open-ended freedom to
choose, but is Limited to the influence of a

language that responds to the constant participation
of the members of a given Iinguistic community.



Once it is accepted that the arbitrary nature of the
sign leaves a residual ambiguity as to the possible
meaning of the word then a theory of meaning must begin
r,¡ith an understanding of the polysemic nature of the
word and not from the basis of a semic analysis; where

words are said to convey meaning by themselves.
However, if the quesLion of meaning is defined in terms

of polysemy lhen both BIack's and Davidson's theory of
metaphor regui res a re-inlerpretat ion as to what

defines the titeral meaning of a lrord, and with it, the
possibitity of metaphoricaL meaning. To begin with,
bofh Black and Davidson define the literal meaning of a word

in tèrms of a system of associated commonplaces. In
this case, the literal meaning of a word is understood to
result from an accepted standard of beliefs that are the
common possession of members of a particular speech

community. For both BIack and Davidson lhe common vie¡,¡

shapes the shared language, so that sentences are deemed to
hold true insofar as what they say depends on the
capacity for successful communication. On the other hand,

it should be noted, that while Black is more concèrned to
llmrt meaning to beliefs, Ðavidson wants to Iink the
notion of a common view to a corresponding reality. For

Davidson, this may be summed up as follows;
"The basic clain is that much community of beliefis needed to provide a basis for communicationor understanding; the extended claim should thenbe that objective error can occur only in asetting of largely true belief. Àgreement dôesnot ¡nake for truth, but much of what is agreed
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what is agreed is

Now, Davidson's position is intended to tink the
notion of agreement to the capacity to communicate, since
it follows, that for there to be successf u} communication

the possiblity for a massive error in interpretation must

be precluded. Às such, Davidson attempts to define a

theory of truth through the explication of how the
meaning of a sentence comes to be delerrnined as either
true or false. Àccordingly, for a sentence to hold true
the meaning of the words must correspond to some

recognized belief about reality; a condition that arises
through how the composition of a sentence occurs. i2 To say

"that a cloud is passing before the sun " is to understand
tha! there is a sun, that clouds are made of water vapor,
and that clouds are capable of atmospheric rnovement, and so

on.13 The meaning that the sentence predicates is therefore
directly a resuLt of the role the word has as a

referential unit whose meaning extends beyond the boundaries
of context.

Although Davidson acknowledges the role that a

community has in shaping the meaning of words, his
explanation of how a v¡ord is to acquire that meaning

amounts to simply defining the method of interpreta!ion as a

quantification of probabilities in reference to a

particular set of beliefs held by a given community.
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I n thi s case, v¡e may say that a word ' s meaning

results from the interpretive application of an accepted

range of beliefs that are to be understood as an

accurate guage of reality. What Davidson does not explain,
however, is that since v¡ords change meaning over the course

of time, it requires that some mechanism be available
for change to occur. Thus while Davidson is concerned with
the explanation of the possibLe truth-conditions within the
predicative funcLion of the sentence, he fails to note
how predication is the means by which we disclose a context,
situation, or sense. Now, the discLosure of a context,
situation, or sense is fundamentaLLy the \,¡ay in which

language is projected into the phenomenal ¡vorld. And if
the predicative function of the sentence is the means

by which semantics is linked to the phenomenal wor1d, then
the act of predicating something becomes the source for
how meaning arises. r4 without acknowledging the importance
of the predicative function of the sentence, Davidson

Leaves us with the problem of trying to explain how

we measure reality in a manner that would enabLe a v¡ord to
be identified as meaningfully isol,ated from another word

r¡hen the community of belief that is to convey such

concreteness is itself a configuration of individuals
in a web of relat ionships.

Às such, if there exists no mechanism for explaining how

word acquires or chânges meaning, then Davidson's
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theory on meaning remains problematical, because by

defining metaphor without considering the probtem of how

meaning develops, Hê are left with no grounds for
appeal ing to some accepted criterion of what defines a

Iiteral r,¡ord. Moreover, if the meaning of the word

depends upon the interpretive possibilities open to a

community then ambiguity must be assumed to be intrinsic
to a words mean i ng . And so long as a word's
meaning remains ambiguous, then Davidson' s attempt to
explicate a theory of metaphor outside the parameters of
a theory of meaning is placed in doubt, since at lhe 1evel

of the word nothing precludes the possibíIity of a word

denoting some type of metaphorical sense.

On the other hand, if Davidson's position remains

unsupported, this does not meân that we have no

alternative but to fall back to a position advocated by

B1ack. For if you remember, it was prevíous1y noted lhat
Black's interaction theory is hardly a true interaction,
given the central roLe that the principal r¡ord carries in
the explicat.ion of a sentence's meaning. In fact, what

Black refers to as an interaction is more in the line of a

'revolving correspondence ' between the principaJ. !¡ord and

aII other subsidiary words within the sentence. To use an

analogy, it is simply the case that the principal word is
to the subsidiary words what the sun is to the pl-anets.

Ànd as the sun determines the physical condition that each
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planet has, so too does the principal word provide the
guiding basis of how each other word is to be understood,
Therefore, as long as meaning hinges on a theory that
relativizes the role and importance of words within a

sentence, then BIack's deference to a system of
commonplaces as a source of hol¡ meaning arises must be

considered underdeveloped. ln oLher words, if some words

are perceived only in tight of a principal subject, then
these r¡ords are not able to bring into pl,ay vrhat Goodman has

referred to as a wordt s home realm. Ànd without
appealíng to each word's background, the full impact of
the contextual nature of the predicative function of the
sèntence is not realized; thereby precluding an

explanation of how the word cornes to be associated with a

part icular meaning.

In addition to the above problems inherent in Black's
theory, there stilI remains the criticism that Davidson
levelled against Bl-ack regarding how we are to define
what a word means when used in a metaphorical utterance.
Now, as was pointed out, with Ðavidson, lherê is no

doubt as to how we are to .interpret the meaning of the words

used. For they convey nothing other than the i r
Iiteral sense. HoÌrever, because Davidson tacitly accepts
this explanation ¡rithout further inquiring into the
nature of how meaning arises, his theory is essentially
vague and unsupported. yet not wi.thout grounds. where r,¡e
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are to find these grounds, though, will take us

away f rorn a narrow consideration of speech acts only,
and back to wha! has been impticit !¡ithin Richards'
interanimation theory. That being, lhe predicaLive element

associated with the sentence, and how the act of predication
becomes the initial starting point for a theory of metâphor

that is to bridge semantics to the phenomenal world. But

to undersLand the fulL imporlance of Richards' theory
will require that we once again return to de Saussure,

because to understand how words acquire the meanings that
they have, lre will have to explore the nature of the
relatedness that words have.

3.2 THE SENTENTIONAL SOURCE OF MEANING

If a particuJ.ar linguistic community contributes to the
actuality of a sign's identified range of meanings,

then comunication is not about the thing itself, but
reflects the interrelatedness of members of a community

r+ho are given over t.o participating in a plural range of
possible relationships. de Saussure makes it clear,
that it is because of the arbitrary nature of the sign that
we are able to understand more easily why it needs social
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activity to create a linguistic system. À fact that is
plainly evident when we come to explain the basis for
distinguishing between the value of one sign and another.
For de Saussure, though, in order for a sign to assume a

certain value, it is necessary that there be some form of
general agreernent and usage through which they come to be

undersLood. Yet, to say that agreement forms the basis of
hor,¡ words are compa red, is to overlook what

wittgenstein has noted is the point of agreement. For when

we refer to agreement as a basis of how the language-game is
conceived we are not establishing a ground through which
values and meaning arise, we are simply outlining the rules
of the game.r5 Ànd how rules arise must be seen in the tight
of experience, where the 'use' of words 1eads us to ¡,¡here

values and meaning occur.l6 À consideration that rules out
the impact an individual acting alone is Iikety to have,

because no one person is capable of establishing a

value that reguires others to both understand and accept.r?

Where de Saussure is correct, however, is in how words

are used. No ¡rord st.ands outside of the actuality of its
saying, so that when we invoke a 'word' !¡e are, in fact,
presupposing the possibility of other words. For it stands

to reason, that to be able to say that a word carries a

certain value is to acknowledge the relatedness that
words have. Hence the value of any one eLement must

depend on the simultaneous coexistence of all other values,
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since no \,¡ord has a value that can be identified
independently of other values within the vicinity: the

logic of the concept requires this.18 À consequence r¡hich

inevitably leads to the assumption that 1anguage is to be

def ined as a system where each word i s to be

understood in the setting in which it occurs, r,¡here the

actuality of each word comes to influence the value
and, therefore, the meaning by which each \{ord is
perceived. It foIlows, that if words depend upon the
participation of a Iinguistic community for their meaning,

then meaning is not a correlation between word and thing,
but is about r'¡ha t is made appropriate or significant by

the interaction of members of a particular Iinguistic
group. r s

On the other hand, to speak of what is appropriate or
significant is to introduce the question of reLevance to
those who participate in a particuLar linguistic
community. In this way, it may be said that as discourse
occurs so then does meaning arise, because r,¡hat concerns

a Iinguistic community is the meaning that is posited
in the actuality of linguistic participation. To

put it another way, where discourse occurs meaning must

follol, because such is the condiLion of a being who, in
being with others, is already prepared to both lislen and

understand only to v¡hat is said-in-the-talk.2o If, then,
the actuatity of discourse forms the basis for what meaning
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is about,

l inks the

significant
Iinguistic
de Saus s ur e

it still remains obscure as to how discourse
semantic notion of meaning with what is

in the course of participating in a

community. Once again we must return to what

of fers us.

I f we accept de Saussure's argument concerning the
arbitrary nature of the sign, it becomes apparent that
meaning cannot be localed at the Level of the word,

because the word assumes its meaning only in relation to
other words within the same Iinguistic communi.ty.2r

However, if the meaning of r,¡ords is a result of
association, it stiIl remains unanswered as to how each

word comes to acquire its meaning. de Saussure attempted to
resolve t.his problem by extending his analysis to incLude a

study on the linear character of the sign. Àccordingly,
he sÈates, "Words are used in discourse, strung together one

after another, enter into relations based on the Ìinear
character of languages. Linearity precludes the
possibility of uttering two words simultaneously. They

must be arranged consecutively in spoken sequence.

Combinations based on sequentiality may be called
syntagmas. " 2 2 À syntagma therefore comprises two or
more consecut ive units, so that the meaning of a word is
determined in opposition to either what precedes or
follows it, or both. At the very rninimum, a syntagma is a

t¡{o unit word, (i.e. re-read), but aLso applies to
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groups of reords, and compLex combinations such as compound

words, derivaLive forms, and above alI, the senlence.23

Now, according to de Saussure, the syntagmatic nature of
the word is important for determining a particular
linguistic value, and with it, the significance and meaning

of the word itself, de Saussure sLates that in the course
of an utterance a !¡ord carries not only an identifiable
meaning but a whole series of implied relâtionships; one

thaL is based upon not onLy the relation between part
and part, but bet!¡een part and whoì-e, as we11. 2 a For de

Saussure, the syntagmatic relation of the word governs the
very process through nhich we express the meaning of
\,¡hat is disclosed by the words used. Which is to say

that meaning can arise only through a process that enables
both association and particutarity to co-exist. Àt a

fundamental leve1, when words interact in a particular
setting they bring forth a disclosure of meaning that is
both simuJ.taneously limited by the Linear structure of
interaction and open to the infinite possibilities intrinsic
to the sign's capacity for association. Thus even

though a word is understood in terms of its linear
configuration, the word itself is not Iimited by what

precedes or follor+s it. For Hhat transpires through a
syntagmatic ordering is a bringing forth into actuality of
the possibilities that language is. À consequence that
establishes the significance of discourse itself,
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because without a medium for relating words, there is no

question of possible association. Hence it is onJ.y when

words are brought together in the form of an utterance,
that the whole range of associations becomes possible;
associations t.hat range from simple derivatives to more

complex associative quali!ies such as simiLarity,
proximity, difference, and distance, as welI as, descriptive
and temporal qualif iers.

For that reason, the meaning of a word depends upon the
variety of associations that each word brings with it as

it is uttered in a syntagma. Given thaL the syntagmatic
ordering of a word's meaning develops through the
course of a sequential ¡novement, then the associations
that are possible for each word must necessarily collide
with the possible associations of the words that both
preceded and followed iL. How then are we to get a handle
on ¡vhat the meaning of each particular configuration
conveys? It is certainly evident that meaning remains
ambiguous if we restrict our definition to the semant.ics of
a syntagmatic .relation. This becomes clear if we are
referring to sentences lrhere irony is involved, because
irony is often "a pattern of words that turns away

from the direct statement or its own obvious meaning. '' 2s

Nor shouLd we exclude the lie, which could not be

expressed if only the relationship betr,¡een words in a

syntagma l¡ere the source of meaning. For ho¡r sould one
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use a stalement to convey a Lie if there v¡as no

reference by which others could be influenced to believê the
statement as true. Ànd to appeal to external references
implies that meaning is a resul! of phenomenaL

considerations. Nor,¡ !¡e have already noted that meaning

arises as a resuLt of the participation of members in a

particui.ar linguistic community. But hor¡ the
linguistic community actualizes this meaning, though,
is through the discursive mode that syntagmatically
relates Ì¡ords, while simultaneously pointing beyond

itself. That mode is the sentence.

l,lith the sentence ¡,, e now come to a point of transition in
our argument. For the sentence is not to be defined in
terms of lhe semantics of language, but is rather under
the perogative of speech.26 This is clearly the case when we

understand that the primary role of the sentence is
characterized by the act of predicating. And what

predicating is about is the assertion or affirmation of,
in Witt.genstein's lrords, a particular " state of affairs."2z
NoH by asserting or affirming a particular "state of
affairs" one introduces the sentence in the role of
discourse. For with discourse we reach the level where

words are understood according to the roles that they
have. À role whose parameters are disclosed by reference to
a context; where context is defined as the phenomenal world
towards which language reaches as it extends itsetf beyond
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meaning develops it is revealed through discourse,
because the interpretation and disclosure of what a word

means primarily is a ref l-ection of the context implied in
the course of an utterance.2s

Once context becomes lhe measure of how a word's
meaning is to be interpreted then meaning cannot be seen as

a function of the word, because the meaning that is given
to a word is itself dependent on the means by which
words are related. And at the very minimum, Lhat means is
the sentence. As such, because the sentence both
integrates the semantics of the word, and the context
about which speech is about, the sentence must be defined as

the fundamental unit from which meaning has ils
starting point: Às Ricoeur cJ.early indicates, however,
the Saussurean postulates do not in themselves lead one to
the assumption that the meaning of the word is to
be found in the predicalive function of the sentence. For
a]-though de saussure notes that the rorè of the sentence
'is defined in terms of speech, and not language, he does

not continue that Iine of reasoning to indicate that
sententionar meaning is a function that rinks the arbiÈrary
nature of the sign with a medium that poinLs beyond

language.2s À consequence that leaves aside the
question of how the participants of a linguistic
community are able to convey the contextual boundaries from
r,¡hich the value of a sign is to be recognized.
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This failure to connect the sign to r,¡hat the sign is
about is attributed by Ricoeur to a theory that focusses on

the internal difference between the signifier and the
signified.30 By defining the sign according to a

non-referential sysLem of characteristics de Saussure

separates language from discourse, and therefore, from
the ground through which a theory of meaning must develop.
Once de Saussure defined meaning according to a system

of internal relationships between signs, he underscored
the point of what a sign is about. Which is to say that if
the sign is not about a context, but refers only !o
another sign within its vicinity, then the sign essentialty
discloses nothing but the fact that it is distinct
from other signs. This opposition be!lreen signs logicaJ.ly
follows from a theory that establishes the notion of
difference as the q priori reLationship from which meaning

evoLves. Though meaning evolves out of the relationship
between signal and signification, each component itsetf
is defined as a series of isolated differences. In other
words, each component is purely negative, a series of
para11eJ. differences that comprise the
base of language. 3 r

1i ngu i st ic

Now, according to de Saussure, such structuraL difference
is what constitutes the distinction between signs,
because rvhat di st ingui shes a sign is the
characteristics of negativity thal rnerge r+ith the unit to



determine the opposition between each sign. Why the
sign does not carry the full negativity of its
components de Saussure leaves unclear. de Saussure does

argue that the combination between signal and

signification is of a positive nature, and that it partly
shapes the relatedness bettreen signs, but how this positive
occurrence develops out of a system that posits only
differences remains obscure,32 As such, the dichotomy forced
belween a system of signs and the external notion of
context, leads one to assume that de Saussure's postulates
impLy only the potentiality for language. For ì.anguage

assumes the possibilty of meaning. And meaning develops
only as a result of a process that contextually directs
the relationship of differences. That process being the
sentence. Thus without a process that links the sign
to a context language essentially is left unarticulatèd
and meaning remains something that is only polentially
there.

More importantly, however, is that by turning the sign
away from the question of reference, the dichotomy
that de Saussure establishes bet!¡een the meaning and

va.l-ue of a word becomes doubtful . For how does a word

acguire a particular meaning through the value that
it carries if the value is something that onLy a

Iinguislic community can give? de Saussure himself does not
address this problem, so that the distinction he makes
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betlreen the meaning and value of a sign remains vague.

Yet, the distinction that de Saussure draws between the
meaning and the value of a sign is quite vaJ.id, although it
reguires that l¡e re-introduce the question of reference
as it occurs in the tinguistic act of predicating or saying
something. In this wãy, e¡e can trace de Saussure's
uncertainty to his failure to appreciate what Frege

noted as the dual nature of the sign; a duality that
incorporates de Saussure's notion of sense h,ith a

somewhat broader definition of reference.

However, Frege tended to focus his attenlion on t¡hat he

referred to as the sense and reference of proper
names. Àccordingly, "a proper name expresses its sense but
refers to or designates its reference. .We use a sign to
express its sense and to designate its reference."33 For
Frege it. is the Ì,¡ord or incomplete expression, (such

as the subordinate clause) that elicit both a sense and

a reference, whereas the sentence primarity intends a

sense about an assertion of thought. Frege makes this clear
when he compares the sentences "the morning star is a body

lighted by the sun" and ',the evening star is a body

J-ighted by the sun". Each sentence is â different
thought and therefore corresponds to a different sense. If
one did not kno!¡ that the evening star and the morning
star refer to the same reference, one !¡ould therefore
assume that one sentence is true and the other false. It
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follows, according to Frege, that the thought cannot be

the reference of the sentencer so that the sentence
must be the sense ôf the assertion.3a Despite this claim,
though, Frege does emphasize the referential, basis of
subordinate cLauses, (partly because he argues that
we presuppose in discourse a sententional reference),
but his theory only indirectly argues that grammatically
expressive forms such as the sentence contain both a sense

and a reference.35

l nstead,

concept of

we must once again turn to Wittgenstein's
a "state of affairs, " but this time more

precisely in terms of the question of reference. Now as

Wittgenstein states, a "state of af fai rs " is essentially
representing through description a totality of facts.
Àì.though il must be understood, that by facts,
Wittgenstein is not referring to some form of objective
reality, since it quite often happens that as vre

assert a proposition we may in fact simply be

referring to another proposition. Nor should it be

mist.aken that reality is defined as the relationship
between propositions, because all this points to is the
communicative efement of the proposition; wherein ¡vhat we

assert is hor,¡ we explain ourselves in a particular
context.36 When Wittgenstein therefore speaks of a "state of
affairs" he essentially is altuding to the 'surroundings
that we are about', to our encounter with the 'r.rorld,
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being-in-the-worId. A

to Heidegger's not i on

correspondence !rith the

the present-at-hand. 37

ive of Lhe necessity of
proposition that is very similar

of Dasein¡s, (man's being),
s ign as the means by which ¡,¡ e assert

remained wedded to

synchronic affair.

If. the particularity of a "state of affairs" is
inherent to the way in which being-in-the-worId is
disclosed, then context becomes decisive for determining the
meaning of a word. However, what context reveals is
not the meaning of Èhe word per se, but the value that a

word comes to acquire. When de Saussure distinguished
between the meaning and the vaLue of the word he

acknowledged the difficulty of such a separation because

quite often ¡,¡ e take for granted that the value of a word is
equivalent to its meaning. This is a problem that de

Saussure failed to overcome, because

the notion that meaning is properly
Once context is re-introduced, though, it becomes clear
thab the value a word carries is very much dependent

upon the input members of a linguistic community are able
to give. For that reason, a value is to be understood as

an arbitrary measure that is tacitly made known when any

member of a particuJ.ar linguistic community engages in
discourse, For the value of a word primarily is a question
of significance; and significance can only be realized
through the act.uality of how the word i.s used. À point of

he

a
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vie!¡ that I,¡ittgenstein considers as analogous to the vaLue

that money engenders when it is utilized according to the
situation at hand, (i.e., to purchase objects, a space

in a theater, a title, or one's Life).3s

Now, the concLusions drawn above should not be taken as

implying lhat the meaning and vaLue of a word are
entirely distinct, Ieading one to thereby assume the
possiblity of stating the existence of one !¡ithout the
other. Indeed, such a hypothesis is far removed from
the case. For l¡hen one refers bo the significance of a

word, one is implying in that understanding a genesis of
what the word reveals; of the meaning that the word comes

to acquire. Às such, when de Saussure attempted to define
the meaning of a word by the value that a word has
relative Lo other words, he misjudged the importance
that changes in the meaning of a r,¡ord have. rhis is clearly
evident by .his efforts to separate the synchronic
structure of language from lhe di.achronic process that
Ianguage is.3s To put it blunt1y, de Saussure's claim is
unsupportabLe on the grounds that whèn we are making use of
J-anguage we are simultaneously denoting the act of saying
something with what is being talked abouL. Thus, what

transpires essentially is a reflection of the
interrelatedness that language has with those whose

ontologicaL condition is properly discursive.4o For that
reason, when $¡e speak of significance l¡e are referring to
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nothing less than the contexiuaL

I ingui st ic communiby comes to
range of interpretat ions a

part icuLar semant ic configuration.

parameters under which a

influence the poss i ble

word may have in .a

I f the value of a word i s determined by a

particular "state of affairsr" then the meaning that v¡e

attach to a word can only develop in the course of saying
something, because only when one is in the act of discourse
does one convey a sense about !¡hat one is referring to.
Hence to understand how a !¡ord acquires a particular
meaning is to understand that meaning is a result of a

linkage between what we discLose and lhe relatedness that
words have in ãny linguistic system. I! only stands
to reason, therefore, that meaning is not something
that arises as a question of identity, but is something
Èhat is always evolving in the interplay between system and

world.41 Moreover, once meaning becomes a question of the
discursive interaction between language and

being-in-the-worÌd, then at t.he very ninimum, meaning

is something that must arise at the leveI of the sentence
and not at the leveI of the Hord. And if meaning occurs at
the level of the sentence, then from a semantic point
of view, meani.ng is evidently something that can only
resuLt from a complex interaction thaÈ determines the
relationship of each ¡¡ord as it is uttered and the value
that each word carries in response to the context of that
utterance.
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Now, if meaning is a result of a process between

words al the level of the sentence, then meaning must

develop as a result of a movement bet\,¡een words. For how

else can we explain how the actuality of discourse brings
forth meaning, if not by how each word is brought forth
in the course of an utterance. Indeed, such a process
would Iikely involve more than a strict interaction
between subject and predicate, as BLack has noted, but a

movement that enables all words in a sentence to influence
and be influenced as they occur. For that reason,
the distinction that Black draws between the figurative
and the literal must now be seen as unsupported. For as

it is apparent that a ¡.¡ord's meaning develops in the course
of a sententional utterance, the question of what the
words are to be interpreted as primarity is taken to develop
out of the ambiguity lhat is inherent to how words are
both related and used.

It also point.s to r?hy Ðavidson was correct when he

claimed that the lrords in a metaphorical expression mean

nothing more than whaL they are literalJ.y interpreted as.
Although as it is now becoming clear, not for the reasons
that Ðavidson cites. For when Davidson criticized BIack
he brought forth an argument that touched on the
fundamental importance of interpretat ion. Ànd whi Ie
Davidson's own definition takes him away from an

exploration of the sentence as it occurs in discourse,
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his approach is nonetheless concerned with exposing as

myth the notion that a word can carry a possible
meaning that is aLtogether hidden from the meaning that
is normally identified with a word's part.icular use.
Hidden in the sense tha! it remains as something to
be discovered, and whose uncovering occurs through the use

of apparently abnormal or deviant turns of phrase, such as

metaphor. For wha! r,¡ou1d initiate the disclosure of this
hidden meaning? Ànd more importantly, how would lre come to
read the hidden meaning in the words used? Would it not
be that we must draw from precedent, and say that each

word is lexica1ly given over to a certain range of
meanings, so that a word cannot be understood without
deference to such precedent. A consideration that points to
the distinction betweèn how meaning occurs, and hor¡

words are identified. The former is about predication
and saying at the level of the sentence, the latter
concerns the rolè and value that words have come to
acquire through a particular use.

Once it becomes apparent that meaning develops out of the
movement between words at the level- of the sentence, then
one can no longer claim for the v¡ord both a 1iteral and

a figurative meaning. Regardless of how each word comes

to be individually interpreted, the meaning of those
words remains governed by a sententional process that
Iinks the sign to a tinguistic community, and gives to
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the r,¡ord its intrinsic polysemy. In that way, by denoting
the discursive origin from rvhich meaning occurs, one

precludes lhe possibility that a word couLd acquire a

meaning from outside the community's 1exical fieId. When

Davidson points oul that each r¡ord in a metaphorical
staLement is to be Iiterally undêrstood, he indirectly
acknowledges the intersubjective origin of a word's
meaning. That words in a metaphoricaL statement are
non-metaphorical in themselves, is evident when r,¡ e

come to realize that to understand an assertion or saying
at all, it is necessary that the words used in any

sentence be open to an interpretation tha! is
associated \,rith what members of a community initially
are able. to identify with. Thus, to say that alJ. words in
a metaphorical statement are literal, is to
sinultaneously deny to the r,¡ord the possibiLity of a

hidden metaphorical meaning. However, this is not to say

that there exists no such thing as metaphorical
meaning, but only that metaphorical meaning must begin
wit.h the same sentenÈional process that determines
1i teral language .

With a t.heory of meaning that finds its origin in the
l{ay }rords interact at the 1evel of the sentence r wê

come to acknowledge that nhat meaning concerns is the
interplay between language as tradition and the
open-ended part ic ipat ion through which language evolves. a 2
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In that way, once we define meaning exclusively from an

intra-linguistic perspective, then what ve def ine
metaphorical meaning âs, cannot be a question of
abnormality in relation to ¡¡hat is literaLly held as

true. Insteãd, to say vhat metaphor is and how it arises
is to begin with the understanding Èhat metaphor

evolves out of the same sententional movement that gives to
¡,¡ords their so called literal meaning, To therefore claim
that metaphor is literal nonsense is to overlook the way

that language posits the possibility for meaning to
arise. For as wittgenstein has noted, language is
something that is circumscribed by grammar, and with
grammar we are essentially talking about ',a description of
Language, which consists in giving the rules for a

combination of symbols, i.e. which combinations make

sense and which don't, ¡,¡hich are allowed and which are
not."43 Meaning cannot then be something thaL is outside
and abnormal to what determines and legitimizes the role and

use of erords, because i f something i s to hâve a

particular meaning it must be grammatically possible for
that meaning to deverop. aa Hence it does not matter whether
one is referring to the process of metaphor or just
sirnply to the polysemic variations that normally
constitute the acceptabJ.e range of interpretations
available for the Literal meanings of a word. What

metaphor involves, is such, that if we are to attribute to
it a meaning at alI, it must be that metaphor is not
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something defined as abnormaL and in opposition to literal
Ianguage, but a meaning that develops out of a

particular application of literally understood words in
the course of any given metaphorical statement.

Àlthough it appears that metaphor is dependent upon

the same senbentionaÌ movement that governs the polysemic
variations of a words' meaning, wha! distinguishes
metaphor from literal meaning is the very nature and

extent of that movement. À movement, in fact, that
concerns the ground upon which language as creation and

language as tradition confronL each othêr. And insofar as

metaphor differs from conventionaL forms of linguistic
meaning, it does so from its ability to create new meaning

with words that have become accepted by a tradition that
limits the range of possible interpretations. Now tr{o
questions immediately come to mind that need to be answered.
Firstly, if we are to establish that metaphor is a means

by which language evolves, how then does metaphor create
this new meaning? Secondly, if metaphor is a process
similar to the process lhat gives to language its
liLeral meaning, what occurs Irithin the movement of r¡ords

that determines the difference be!¡,¡een literal and

metaphorical utterances?

To ansvrer properly both questions requires an approach
that deals Ìrith both the problem of what a metaphor

specifically concerns, and the significance that metaphor
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carries as a process through which change occurs.
However, the question of significance is more a

question of ontology, and marks the point of deparlure for
a theory of metaphor lhat reaches beyond semantics.
Before we reach the stage in which metaphor bridges the
gulf between semantics and speech, it still remains
necessary to explore the naLure of the movement

belr¡een r.rords that contributes to how a metaphor is
achieved, because !rithin the process of mebaphor there
occurs a development that leads from semantics toÌ,¡ards

onLology. What the following subsection will therefore be

concerned with, is a problem lhal has traditionaLJ-y been

tacitly overlooked as a problem; and that is the problem of
resemblance or identity. For if we are to realize
v¡hat a metaphor involves, it wilL come as no surprise
when se find out that metaphor is not a question of
recognizing similarities, (a relation that can easily be

invoked r¡ith the use of a simile) but of bringing together
what is not normally associated. A connection
therefore that points not just to identitv but to the
question of difference, as weJ.1.



IV

MOVEMENT AND MEANI NG

IDENTITY AND DI FFERENCE

If we examine the history of metaphor quite c1osely, it
wilL become apparent that since the time of Aristotle,
theories on metaphor have tended to focus on the assumption

that metaphor is simply a more condensed version of
the simile. This assumption finds its source in the
notion that both figures of speech are concerned ¡.rith
revealing the resenbLance that things have !¡ith each other.
The only difference being that while a simile expresses
what is Iike between things, metaphor suggests a likeness in
the form of an explicit idenlification of each

related thing. On the other hand, if we accept that a

theory of metaphor involves a movement bet!¡een words that
begins a! the level of the sentence, then metaphor must

derive its explanation from more than what is similar
between things. For the movement between r¡ords does not
imply an isolated act of substitution, but an interplay
bet!¡een aII words within the sentence. As !¡ords are brought
together they reveal a meaning that discloses a composite

67-
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wholer where each !¡ord comes to be rerated to each other noL

only in terms of their likenesses, but of their
differences, as well. In that way, if we are to refer to
metaphorical meaning at all, it must not only be about
r¡hat is similar, but also what is different.

If the problem concerning the significance of identity
has not been taken to be a problem, where then are we to
begin an analysis of metaphor that elevates the question
of difference l¡hile simultaneously redefining the role
of identity? ln what follows, it lriLI become plain that
the probJ.em of difference has cropped up in one or more

forms since the time of Àristotle. And though the problem
of difference has tended to be submerged in favor of the
question of identity, it is evident that it has not
entirely been forgotten.l Now, in the position that I am

about to advocate, I will make significant use of the
writinqs of paul Ricoeur, who in my estimation has set the
contemporary tone for a theory of metaphor tha!
underlies the lray language creatively evolves. But the
views held by Ricoeur are not in full agreement with my own.

In fact, where they differ will be made clear through
a return to the writings of I. À. Richards who long
before Ricoeur seL the stage that has yet to be

reached concerning the dynanic nature of metaphor.
Hov¡ever, before touching upon what Ricoeur and Richards
have to offer regarding the question of identity and
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difference, it is necessary once again Lo take as our
start ing point Àristotle's perspective.

It seems strange to begin with Aristotle whose theory
forms the basis of the now discredited substitution theory.
But it must be pointed out that ÀristotLe's theory is not as

tidy as many writers have assumed. Indeed, it is the
case that thè question of difference is not without
precedent, and that such preceden! is to be found ¡vithin
Àristotle's writings. But !¡hy begin with Àristotle
when contemporary writers offer a more comprehensive
understanding. To this I respond by noting that much of
what contemporary theory is about can be traced to the
ambiguous quality of Àristotle's position concerning
metaphor. This is not !o say that. Àristotl-e's ambiguity
forshadows the theories of Richards or Ricoeur, to name a

few. It is simpty to point out that with Àristotle we have

a genesis of \,rhat until now has been overlooked but that has

been tacitly implied rvithin more recent theories. That
being how to define a theory of identity within a field of
differences. To that end, if t¡e are to reshape the question
we must begin with a re-interpretation that includes the
source from v¡hence these proble¡ns first occurred.

Thus, despite !¡hat Àristotle explicitly states concerning
a theory of metaphor, there is within the body of his
writings an implicit interprètation that reaches beyond the
traditionat vie¡.¡ that metaphor is essentially only about
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identity. What Leads one to assume that Aristotle means

more than what is implied in a question of identity can be

traced to a series of unconnected but relevan! statements
about metaphor. To begin with, when Aristotle
states that to be good at creating a metaphor one must

possess high native gifts, he points out something lhat
involves the question of what is brought forth when

things are related. Although, according to ÀristotLe what

is revealed primariJ.y is a perception involving identity,
he aLso notes that metaphor produces an ef fect of
distinction. Which is a sense altogeLher different from
what is normally conveyed, so that the meaning of ¡,¡hat is
uttered remains somewhat enigmatic and elusive. That
Aristotle emphasizes essentially distinctive traits can be

found in his attempt to reveal r¡hat a metaphor is
partly abou! by referring to vrhat takes place when we say a

riddle.2

The fact that Àristotle interpets metaphor in terms of a

riddle is noÈ to say tha! Àristotle considers the
two as eguivalent. In Aristotle's definítion, it is only
when the entire composition is made up of metaphors can it
be said, that to say a metaphor is to speak a riddle.
Given, though, that Aristotle was determined to explain a

theory of meLaphor in terns of the ¡,¡ord as the focal point
for a theory of meaning, he tended to overlook the
implications that underl-ie any link between metaphor and
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the concept of a riddle. On the other hand, once lre

undersLand that metaphor is a process that only begins at
the level of the sentence, then r,¡hat metaphor

involves is very simiLar to what concerns a riddle,
Consider, for example, AristotLe's brief definition of a

r iddle :

"For the very essence of a riddle is, whiletalking about ieal things, -tã--make 
i,ípossiUf 

"combinations of them, such as ',I saw one iran glue
bronze upon another with fire," and the 1ike.,'ã

What Àristotle is saying, is that as a riddLe refers to
reality, it does so by adding a twist !o the conventional.
With a riddle one takes from what is accepted and alters
the form so as to say something different. À process that
is very similar to how a metaphor arises l¡hen words are
brought together at the level of the sentence. F,or does

not a metaphor arise out of words that are understood from
what they are convent ionaLly accepted âs, ( i . e. the
literal meaning of each r,¡ord).

If a metaphorical composition invoLves a process similar
to what transpires when we use a riddle, can we then say

that Àristotle is correct to point out that under this
definition a metaphor is indeed a riddle? WhiIe it is
true that both a metaphor and a riddle reorganize our
perceptions of things, there re¡nains the difference as to
what is implied in the use of each. With a riddle, one is
more concerned to convey a puzzle, to test the ingenuity
of the Listener with a statement or question about a
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is not a test ôr a puzzle to be solved, though it
may have a puzzling or enigmatic quality. Instead, as

Ricoeur clearly points ou!, because of the predicaLive
function within metaphor, what occurs essentially is the
transposition of an entire reaLm.4 Hence because metaphor

consLitutes a change of sets, in reference to hor,¡ ordinary
words are related, then metaphor is more about saying
sonething di st inct and/or novel ; whereas a r iddle i s
concerned about revealing, in an indirect way, what is
conventionally understood and accepted. The distinction
resting on what Ricoeur claims is the function of
metaphor, which is to redescribe reality "by shattering
the previous structures of our language, and of what

rì' e call reality. "s A function that Ricoeur contends is
essentially heuristic in nature. 6

Àlthough metaphor differs from a riddle in its
fundamental purpose, it is important to note that ¡,rhen

Àristotle attributes to metaphor the characteristics of a

riddle, it is because metaphor doesn,t just suggest, but
like the riddle, takes on a different posture from lhe
conventional. One that points t.o what Davies notes is the
experience that a metaphor creates out of a particular
configuration of r¡ords.7 Àn experience that becomes

possible, because what !¡e define as a tinguistic
community's lexical field, is nothing more than a
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of a word remains fuzzy and cumulative. I And the
accumuLation of meaning is where metaphor enters. Às such,
when Ricoeur refers to the change that metaphor brings
forth, he gives to metaphor the decisive role for hon

Ianguage evolves. À connection that Aristotle does not
explicitly deny, given tha! his explanation vacirrated
betr¡een rnetaphor as a transparent figure and some!hing
that t¡as novel, and somewhat far-felched.

If r¡e therefore agree !rith Àristotle that metaphor points
out something that is distincLive and novel, it still
remains unclear as to what criterion is available for
giving metaphor this essentially creative capacity. Now,

Aristotle adds one further note that conveys the
possibility for a theory of metaphor that does not
solely rest on the question of resemblance. In
the Rhetoric, Àristotle speaks about the effectiveness
of metaphor, where " lhe more unl i ke and

unpr opor t i onable the things be otherwise, the more grace
hath the metaphor. "s Essentially, what can be deduced from
Àristotle's statement, is that metaphor is most effective
when the terms involved are remotely connected. Which is
to say that a metaphor becomes effective because it brings
together what is normally not associated. In this wêy,
¡{hat AristotLe leaves us with, is the potent.iality for a

theory of metaphor that points to v¡hat is different
when normally unassociated words are brought together.



Now, if metaphor is a process at the 1eve1 of the
sentence that primarily concerns the aspect of 'difference',
then hory !¡e recognize a metaphor is dependen! upon wha!

happens when normally unassociated words occur together.
Nov¡, al.though each word carries an open capacity for
change, its interpretation fundamentaLly depends on the
initial ordinary meaning associated with each word. Even

poetry does not begin as a dichotomy between the
ordinary and the nev¡. As if ih were possible to say
something without deference to the language aJ.ready in use.
Yet, what we acknowledge as the ordinary meaning of the word

is itself a range of tacitly acceptable uses, of the
tradition established by a linguistic community's
participation. To a certain extent, it is what governs the
pol-ysemy of the t¡ord, the range of rehat a Ì{ord is norrnally
understood to mean. By the sane token, however, because a
word is no! strictly limited in its meaning, it becomes the
condition that makes it possible for meaning to evolve. ro
For it must be remembered that there exists no strict
boundary between ordinary and figurative meaning. It is
simply the case that what we define as a \{ord' s

meaning is something that is always somewhat fuzzy and

indeÈerminate.tl Thus, what we refer to as the ordinary
meaning of the word is only the partial l-imitations
imposed on the word's use and association by the
continual participation of a linguistic communiÈy. Ànd

iE is parLial, because participation never occurs in a
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uniform manner, but is given over in varying degrees, and
in varying forms. In fact, fundamentally, we cannot say
that a word carries only certain meanings; this
despite a given context or a particular form of linguistic
participation. We can only say that meaning is something
we part ic ipate in.

To understand my point, consider !¡hat transpires when a

statement is uttered. Each l¡ord in the sentence has a

range of possibJ-e meanings that are brought to bear on

each v¡ord in the sentence. These possible meanings remain
recognizable by the particular context and association
that conventional use has made of each word. Which is to
say that !¡hat determines their range of ordinary meaning
rs the ott-repeated association made between words. And if
association is simply a question of putting together
a particular semantic configuration, then there is
nothing Lo preclude uttering words that are rarely, if
not at all, associated. For does not a given association
develop out of thê actuality of participation, which is
itself of a varying nature. What lhen distinguishes
ordinary from metaphorical statements begins with the
way words are associated. While deference must be
given to the ordinary meaning of the word, there also
must be the recognition of Lhe nature of the
relationship between the words uttered. For if
ever an alternative meaning is to arise, it wiLl do so
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through how words in ordinary language are differently
related. In other words, if traditional vaLues, and

therefore meanings, are to change they will do so onJ.y as

they come !o be alternatively expressed.

Now, if change is to occur it rqilL require lhat the
literal meanings of particular words be brought into a

state of tension; where the possible range of each word,s
meaning is no longer capable of producing a tacitly
accepted meaning within the semantic configuration of the
sententional utterance. This initial stage of bringing
together normarry unassociated words is what constiÈutes
Ehe first phase of producing a metaphor. For with a

metaphor we have a semantic situation that is, in
Ricoeur's words, "predicatively incompossible" as long as
the words are forced to hold to the possible range of
meanings normally associated with each word.r2 In this we

can onLy agree with Ricoeur, because by creating a tension
between words one destroys the consistency that
normally hoLds for the Iiteral meaning of an utterance.
Yet what creates this semantic impertinence is not what

traditionally is viewed as the identity between objects.
Instead, as Miller points out, Èhe question of identity
revolves around its capacity to bring together terms
that seem someehat remote; but it does not itself express
thi s identity.rs



If metaphor doesn't explicitl,y express this identity,
then does idenlity comport to our understanding of what

metaphor reveals? According to E. R. Maccormac, the
problem of identity is retated to our perception of r,¡hat a
metaphor is disclosing. À metaphor does not refer to a

restricted range of meanings determined by resemblance

only, but ranges between either expressing a

similarity, or emphasizing di f ferences. A

distinction that is, in fact, drawn from the distinction
that PhiIip Wheelwright makes bet\,¡een the epiphor and

diaphor of the word.la Nowr âs Ricoeur notes,
Wheelwright's no!ion of the epiphor is very similar to ¡,¡hat

Aristotle called epiphora, a concept that was previousJ.y
defined as a transposition, or transference betÌreen words

or ideas al-ien to each other. It is a concept that implies
a sLroke of genius, because it designates an apperceptive
insight, where to use a metaphor is to be perceived as

having an eye for seeing similarities. However, i! is not
yet the metaphor per sê, since in Ricoeur' s words,
"there is no epiphor without diaphor r rìo intuition without
construction. " l s In other words, r+hat is intuitively
brought together is that which is fundamentally disparate,
so that although a meLaphor carries with it a sense of
what is similar, i! also nakes present an anomaly through
what remains inconpatible between the words.
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By disclosing an anomaly ¡,¡ithin the metaphoricaì.
statement, Ricoeur points to ¡,¡hat primarily
distinguishes a metaphor from literaJ. language, and from
other figurative forms that focus on the simirarities
between ideas and contexts. The actuality of an anomaly
immediat.ely implies that \,¡ith a metaphor the characteristic
of difference is brought to the forefront. The metaphor
reveaLs not just a resemblance, but a relationship that is
predominantly remote, and therefore different. Although it
is clear that metaphor ínvolves bringing together ideas
that are normally unassociated, the problem of difference
is, in Ricoeur's opinion, to be resolved within the
framework of a theory that remains under the spell of
identity. For despite the definite clash between unrike
terms, for Ricoeur, the resolution of this clash in terms
of a fusion of differences into identity is what reveals a

metaphor . I 6

The assumption that metaphor is a fusion of differences
into identity, assumes that the intent of the metaphor
is to resolve the enigrnatic quality that rernains bet.ween

things that are different, into a rneaning that
essentially announces a sameness. On the other hand,
once it is apparent lhat the primary feature of
metaphor is difference, then how metaphor eliminates
these differences while expressing an explicit
likeness has not been answered. For what process at the
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leveI of semantics calls for the retention of identity
over di fference? In fact, what particular similarities is
the metaphor calring forth that enabres differences to be

brought together without the emphasis of such
dífferences? The failure to ans\rer these questions,
can be traced to Ricoeur's intent of expLaining a theory
of metaphor that attempts to bridge previously established
frontiers by the capacity to perceive simil-arities
be!!¡een the known and the unknown; to make the similar
visible withín the heart of what is different. rz

Where we find the source of Ricoeur's error is in his
attempt !o explain how difference is fused into identity
through the rerationship that is assumed to occur between
tv¡o netvrorks of signi f icance. 1 I Now, according to Ricoeur ,

this relationship, while being predicative at the Ievel
of !he sentènce, is also attributive in the strict sense
that one thing is made Ëo bear significance upon another
thing. A point that seems to closely resemble Black,s
thesis concerning the interactive reLationship between the
metaphoricaL word and the principal word in the
sentence. Indeed, Ricoeur still holds to the idea
of a metaphoricai. word, although clearly from the
perspective of its capacity to reveal only in the
actuality of predication.ls Às for the apparent similarity
between Ricoeur and BLack, this is not vrithout grounds.
That there is a simílarity stems from the same source.
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That being that neither thinker has ful1y
apprec iated the importance of what Richards of fered
regarding the interanimation of words. It is a failure
that essentially marks the difference betÌ{een a theory of
metaphorical interaction and a theory of ¡netaphorical
movement.

When Richards stated that the meaning of a sentence
resuLts from the interplay of lrords, he was ernphasizing
what transpires in the course of a sententionar- utterance.
For how meaning arises is only through the actuality of
discourse, where each word is brought into play through its
particular utterance. An event that is dynamic, inasmuch
as it refers to a movement through each uttered !¡ord. In
Richards' words, meaning is the co-operating of the whole
utterance, the interplay between interpretive
possibitities.20 Each principal word is therefore constantly
changing its meaning in rela!ion to the sentence they go

into and the context they derive from.2r Even melaphor
requires the fuLL play of the sentence. Ànd though
Richards acknowledges the importance associated irith Lhe
principal and subsidiary word, he defines their
relationship in terns of the interanimation of arr the words
in a sentence.22 In that wây, metaphor is not an

interaction, because it is not stated in the form of an
interaction. By this I rnean, that unlike a simile,
metaphor is not a question of simply expressing a
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Thus although interac!ion is implied in movement, that
interaction is not linited to the two principal words, but
is an occurrence between all ¡rords in the sentence. In
fact, we may say that inleraction is implied only
because movement occurs. It follows, that because
metaphor is fundamentally an occurrence of meaning, it
must also be an occurrence of semantic movèment.

With Richards, therefore, we are introduced to the
dynamics of metaphorical movement. A process thab reflects
the participation of each word as it contributes to the
meaning of the utterance. Moreover, because each word
is accorded an effective role, then unless a sentence
explicitly denotes a given relationship, there is no

reason to assume that a metaphor is given over to
revealing an identity. In other words, once metaphor
is perceived to be a movement that predicates a meaning from
what transpires in Lhe course of the sententional assertion,
then the.basis of that meaning .cannot primarily be

identity, because Lhe metaphor does not explicitly assert
that identity. Instead, what the metaphor asserts
amounts to a saying that relies on a blending of identity
and difference. For example, in the Rebel, one has only
to examine the following metaphor by Camus, in which he

states that, "The City of God ¡vi1l. coincide with the city
of humanity; and universal hisÈory, sitting in judgement
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on the wor1d, !¡ill pass its sentence by which good and evil-
will be justified. " 2 3

rf we accept that metaphor is about rvhat the words
assert, then Camus' metaphor is not sinply
expressing a particular likeness, but is expressing an
idea that carries !¡ithin it the notion of that which is
both similar and different. For cLearly, Camus, metaphor
means what the words are given over to mean. Given over,
in the sense that each word carries a potentiatity for
interpretation that depends on their utterance. What !¡e
previously understood of the use and association of a word
is carried into the metaphor. Àt' the same time, however, it
becomes apparent that the tradiÈionat roles and
identities of certain words are no longer sufficienl for
producing a meaning. This results in !¡hat Ricoeur calls ,,an

impertinence," which is a tension of association engendered
by the remoteness of certain words from each other.
That there is tension, is itself significant for ã
theory of metaphor. For such tension is a question of.
distance and the initial incompatibility of certain words.
9'¡hy we recognize camus' statement as a metaphor is that
ordinariì.y we do not associate history and judgement in
reference to t.he question of good and evil; particularly
when humanity is portrayed as God. Now, atthough humanity
is spoken of in lerms of God, this is not the same as
comparing and identifying one r+ith the other. For the
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but with reference to what or who the ne¡,¡ occupant
initiali-y is understood as. Humanity initialJ.y is still
humanity despite its el-evation to the throne of God. Às is
the throne of God. Ànd it is this 'difference' that
gives the metaphor its fLavor. If we wanled to identify
one with the other !¡e then would invoke a simile or
comparison regarding why they should be identified with each

other.

A metaphor is therefore a movement that begins a! the
leve1 of the sentence and it is as much about difference as

ie is about identity. In fact, it may be said that
the essential meaning of the metaphor is more dependent upon

what is different within the framework that is to be

interpreted. This is evident through the presence of a

tension within the utterance. Not that it points out what

is different, only that it acknowledges the presence of
'difference'. Why the aspect of 'difference' becomes

prorninent follows from the nature of the relationship within
the met.aphor.. As Goodman points out, with a metaphor we

are forcing a collision between differenL realms. The

natural orientation of the primary words is away from
the metaphor, and is directed instead, in deference to a

precedent or habit, within the orbit of the words use.24
What we therefore understand of humanily, of God, of
history, and of judgement initially is in relation !o their
natural orbit, (!he region of Iinguistic association).



This becomes c1ear, because each word is already
associated with a range of roLes and values that vre

earlier defined as a poJ.ysemy of accepted meaning within a

linguistic community. When ¡,¡ords such as humanity, God, or
hi slory are brought together in a metaphor , what
constitutes our understanding of their potential rofes and
values is already determined by the roles and values that
they have assumed in the linguistic community. For example,
if we accept that the r,¡ords in the statement, 'humanity has
known only a history of wars', are tacitly accepted to be

ordinarity associaled with each oÈher v¡ithin a given
linguistic community, then the role and value that each
l¡ord has in that sentence, and others they ordinarily are a

assoc iated with, will determine the initial
characteristics that each word would bring into a novel
relationship. AlL words have a tacit background if they
were already part of the linguistic comrnunity, and it
is this background that infruences how far each word,s roLe
and value is to be a1Lered. Thus although the
metaphor mây be a ner.¡ relationship for each significant
word, it is not a deniaL of ils original habitat, but
simply an interpray between each word's tacit background.
As such, rvhat tends to Lranspire is a movement between
distant realms at the level of the sentence. And as each
realm interanimates ¡,¡ith each other realm, the traditional
roles played by each word become altered, thereby
producing a metaphorical mean i ng . For remernber, rnea n i ng
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is not equivalent to the word, but results from the
interplay of words and context beginning at the level of the
sentence. Metaphor is simply the interplay of disparate
t.erms.

For that reason, if vre are to define what a theory of
metaphor properly invoLves, it must go beyond the
question of likeness, and include the side of movement that
carries tradition into conflict. For only through a

conflict with tradition can language creatively evol,ve.
Thus, the importance of difference within a metaphor is
in hov¡ the aspect of difference enables metãphor to be a

creative process. No!¡, although Ricoeur claims that
metaphor is a resolution that vacillates bet¡reen the
epiphoric and the diaphoric, there renains a crucial
distinction that e s tabl i she s the primacy of
difference as the major contributor to r¡hat the metaphor

discloses as a creative process. As Maccormac emphasizes,
to define metaphor as strictly a creative process is
clearly to interpret melaphor as a diaphoric construction.
À concl-usion that becomes quite tenable ¡rhen you consider
that the epiphoric side of metaphorical meaning tends
towards the polysemic range of ordinary 1anguage.2s In that
wây, it is only when references, and therefore
realms, are emphatically juxtaposed as different does it
produce a metaphor that reconstructs our perception of the
relationship, by creating a novel rneaning from words whose

renoteness remains i rreduc ible.



Yet, Lhis is not to say that all metaphors are creative,
nor does it deny to identity a role in determining the
meaning of the melaphor, A qualification that resls on the
assumption that metaphor can be merely suggestive,
simply emphasizing an interpretation that remained either
underdeveloped or not clearly expressed, what I have in
mind, are metaphors thaÈ have become welL-worn, but have
not yet been incorporated into the ordinary use of
language, SimpJ.e metaphors tend to be classic examples.
For example, the politicaì. concept of the ,body poì.itic,
stiLl seems suggestive enough to recognize it as a

metaphor. F'or the atlributes of what it claims are not
contemporarily taken for granted as in ordinary language.
In fact, perhaps this is an example of a rejuvenated
metaphor, given that as it was once associated with the
notion of the state as a kind of living organism it no

longer appeals to contemporary western political thinking.26
The upshot of this argument, is that suggestive
metaphors are very much a product of their times and
place, so that r,rhat vras once a metaphor may not be now; nor
can ree say thät they will not be again. Then again, it
could also be argued, thaL such meLaphors are not true
metaphors, but that they are a part of the polysernic range
of ordinary meaning. On this point, though, the boundary
between ordinary language and suggestive metaphor depends

upon the extènt and area of linguistic
participation. For certainly, what is to some
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mernbers a metaphor, may be to others a part of ordinary
language. This is generally not the case, however, for
creative metaphors, given their remoteness.

It is therefore obvious, that !¡hat contributes to forming
a metaphor is a blending of both identity and difference,
where identiLy primarily brings forth r¡hat is remote,
and where differences qualify and extend the
interanimation of the literal to say something either
suggestive or novel. Neither aspect is ever able to shut
out completely the other side in the actuality of lhe
meaning. For ¡,¡ithout some form of identity it is not
possible to refer to what inevitably remains beyond
reLatedness. At the same time, without some form of
difference rvithin the actual meaning of the sentence,
lre would not be able to di st i ngui sh metaphor f rom

simile, or for tha! matter, J.iteraI language itself.

Now, the question of lrhat distinguishes metaphor from the
literal interpretation of a sentence depends upon the
remoteness betlreên the words used. To bring forth a

semantic impertinence is to both extend and even reshape
what language is about. Hosever, does it mean that
metaphor is essentially irreducible to ordinary J-anguage?

In other words, is it possible to take a metaphor and

translate its meaning into a Iiteral expression, !rithout
at the same time losing that original meaning. Or does the
aspect of difference elevate metaphor to a creative



1eve1, thereby precJ.uding any paraIlel appeal to ordinary
).anguage? The importance of these guestions cannot be

overlooked for a theory of metaphorical movement. For if we

claim that the aspect of difference within metaphor is
the ground of creation in 1anguage, we must resolve the
problem of 'paraphrase' as it applies to the interpretation
and understanding of metaphor. Which is to say that by

emphasizing the aspect of difference !¡e are attempting to
elevate metaphor away from rnerely expressive forms of
language. We are saying that melaphor is a process
that reveals and discloses, and is something
distinctive from what ordinary tanguage conveys. Thus,
the following subsection will attempt to reconcite metaphor
with ordinary language through the role that paraphrase

has in understanding a metaphor.

4,2 II'SPIESPIAIJ_A{ ovER rRÀNsLArroN: rHE ouEsrroN oF
PÀRAPHRÀS E

One of the ongoing arguments about the meaning and

content of metaphor has centered around the contention
that metaphor either contains no cogniLive content that
could not be stated in a literal paraphrase, or Lhat
metaphor is part of the creative side of language and is
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therefore beyond paraphrasing. Both arguments are in
effect diametrically opposed to each other. Ho¡,¡ever, this
is not to say that there is no room for movement between
the two. That the argument has tended to faII between
polarized camps of interpretation only adds to
the misunderstanding regarding what metaphor is about,
Yet, if we are to follow the line of argument that
has until now been pursued, it wi1ì. require that we mark the
final break of metaphor from traditional accounts of
meaning by re-interpreting iLs relationship to the
literal paraphrase.

Having outlined a theory of metaphor that begins from its
position within a theory of meaning, there can be no doubt
that metaphor essentially is a creative process. And as a

creaLive process, metaphor must be considered to carry a

cognitive insight nithin its meaning that separates it from
literal language. The question remains, however, as to
Hhether that aspect of novetty is truly untranslatable into
ordinary J.anguage. In other words, does a theory of
metaphor that is grounded in a bLending of identity and
difference eLevate metaphor beyond the possibility of
staLing its equivalent meaning in a literal paraphrase?
For although metaphor is a particular relationship between
words that presupposes the polysemic extent of their
ordinary possible meanings, does it mean that metaphor
precludes a parallel restatement of its meaning?



Àccording to those !¡ho support the pragmatic approach,
this is not held to be the case, for they ctaim that what

the metaphor inlends is different from lrhat the speaker
means. Ànd though metaphor conveys a cognitive insight,
this insight is no! to be misconstrued r,¡ith the
meaning carried, Instead, the insight disclosed by the
metaphor rests wi th the author' s intent ion to use the
metaphor to caIl attention to an experience that the
metaphor offers.27 It is the point that the metaphor is
about, so that g Ia Ðavidson, metaphor comes to be

understood as a speech act similar to the telling of a joke.
And as Davidson has noted, a joke does not enable us to
appreciate some fact by standing for that fact, but calls
upon us to notice what is evoked.28

NoÍ.¡, although Ðavidson has denied the need for
paraphrasing a metaphor, pragmatists such as SearIe have

claimed that to understand the words in a metaphor

reguires a parallel statement in the form of a literal
paraphrase to get at what the speaker intended their
rneaning to be. According to Searle, to understand the
following, i ! i s necessary !o sel forth the
metaphor's truth-condiLions in its literal equivalent. Thus;

" (¡,tet ) SaIIy is a block of ice.(ear) SaIly is an extremeJ.y unemotional and
unresponsive person.

(Met) I have climbed to the LoD ofpole. (Disraeli )(par) f have after great difficulty
prtme mtnLster

(t"tet) Richard is a goriIla.

the greasy

bec one



(Par) Richard is fierce, nästy, and prone tovi olence. " 2 s

For SearIe, the above examples are intended to suggest that
it is not the words in the metaphor that determine the
speaker's meaning, but the truth-conditions contained
within the literal paraphrase. And what determines those
truth-conditions is a set of shared assumptions that. are
a part of the general background for members of a

particuJ.ar linguistic community. Given that metaphor is
said to violate ¡,¡ha t is commonly held Lo be the case of
what a Iinguistic community's beliefs and val.ues are
understood to be, then metaphor is defined !¡ithout
recourse to that background. It follows, therefore,
that the above paraphrases are possible, and in fact
necessary' because onLy in riteral expressions are the
speaker's meaning and the speakerrs utterance identicar.3o
When Disraeli ut.tered Lhe metaphor of the climb to the top
of the greasy poì.e, he Ì¡as not, according to Searle,
conveying such a set of !ruth-condiÈions, (because they arè
not held to be true), but only !¡anted to point out an

experience relevant to what he really means. If you
wanted to knov the actual meaning of the metaphor it would
be necessary to transrate it into the truth-conditions
contained within the paraphrase.

However, if the pragmatic approach is to separate the
speaker's meaning from the speaker's utterance Lhen

essentially metaphor becomes simply ¡chat Davies



descr ibes as an aim, a di rect i onal marker wi thout
asser!ive quaLities.3 r In other words, metaphor is
defined in terms of its expressive capacity, which focusses
on an experience as opposed to an assertion. rhus, if we are
to understand Searle'e metaphor, ',that Satty is a block
of ice," we must understand that we are acknowledging the
expression of an experience, one that is about an assertion
heia within our thoughts. I f ¡,¡e want to get at the
assertive thought that the metaphor points to, !¡e would have
to construct a literal paraphrase of the actual meaning,
(i.e. tha! SalIy is unemotional and unresponsive). A

paraphrase that is, in effect , a translation from
the non-assertive to the assertive truth_conditions
contained ¡.¡ithin the pa raphra se . s 2

The probJ-em, though, !rith the pragmatic approach to a

theory of metaphor is that iÈ places too much emphasis
on the speakers intention without due regard for the role
J.anguage has in conveying such intentions. To put it
another way' searle, Davies, and Davidson begin their
analysis from ¡vhat Maccormac ca11s the illocutionary
effect of metaphor.33 Àn approach that stresses the
performatíve action that metaphor has on the hearer. In
this case, where we ¡souLd normally take a liLeral statement
to be asserting something, with metaphor lre are directed
to an experience that is suggestive in nature. And

it is deemed suggestive, because in Seâr1e,s words,
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"the utterance is obviously defective if taken
1iteraLly."34 Thus, by a process of eJ,imination, metaphor

comes to be defined in terms of its ro1e. For i! stands to
reason, that if you accep! lhat metaphor is a devian!
form of expression, then wha! meaning it might offer
cannot be taken too seriously. Ànd once meaning is reduced
to a Level of irrelevance, then the semantics of
metaphor becomes secondary to the performative expression
for defíning a netaphor. Moreover, because the concept of
expression primarily interprets speech as deed, then
metaphor as an expressive marker becomes defined soleIy
in reference to a theory of speech-acts.

Ye!, the dichotomy that Searle and Davies stress between

a speaker's meaning and a speaker ' s utterance in a

metaphor remains unsupported. Às MacCormac notes, although
it appears that with a metaphor we are moving al.ong a
literal to figurative track, or fron assertion to
suggestionr wê should not be misled into delineating a

formal division. In fact, according to Maccormac, even

the act of suggestion requires a semantic foundation.
À foundation that cons!itutes the range bet\,reen the
diaphoric as suggestion and the epiphoric as assertion. ss

In other words, one cannot offer a suggestion without
appeaLing to the semantics of meaning. For how else
would you begin to understand that a suggestion is
being made, if not by the fact that a declaration is



being made, And any guestion of declaration
depends on the meaning contained within the
proposition, An argument lhat follor,rs from ¡,¡hat

Wittgenstein emphasizes is essen!ial to playing the
language-game. Nov, what Wittgenstein states, is that to
properly play the language-game it is necessary to
distinguish between an individua| s "inner slate" and the
communicative nature of meaning. One does not therefore
intend a suggestion in the course of an utterance by
appealing to an inner state, to an experience
outside of language. Instead, one must understand that
what intention is about is made possible by the fact that
we tacitly presuppose that we can speak the Ianguage.
Intention is situated in language r so that its meaning
is sirnply a composition of words. In that wâyr what
part of intention that is embedded in suggesting is
made clear by the meaning carried within the
actuali ty of the sentence.36

Once we defer to language as the ground tha! makes
possible speech as communication, then the act of
suggesting is dependent upon the actuality of 1anguage
through speech. Where Ì.re locate the intenlion of a

suggestion is therefore not in some amorphous undiscrosed
thought, but through the intent revealed in the sentence,s
pronouncement. Môreover, if intention as suggestion
is disclosed in the proposition, then suggestion fa1ls under
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the rubric of predication, ¡,¡hich is in part a process that
asserts. That suggestion and assertion seem closer than
Searle has indicated is acknowledged by MacCormac, who

notes how both suggestion and assertion overlap each
othert so that it is not arways crear that a statêment is
either asserting or suggesting something. And without a

method that effectively divides a statenent of assertion
from the act of suggesting it becomes unclear as to
why metaphor should be interpreted without regard for what
the proposilion states. If we are, therefore, to get a

handLe on the meaning of a melaphor, we cannot appeal.
to a paraphrase of its contents; at least in Lerms of a

translation into riteral truth-conditions. For the metaphor
already carries a set of truth-conditions thal have
their origin in the same process that gives meaning to the
literal paraphrase.

Which brings us full circle to our or igi na1 position
regarding the creative aspect of metaphor and the roLe
that paraphrase may have in understanding the meaning of the
metaphor. Once \,¡e accept thât metaphor is a process
of meaning, then paraphrasing it cannot be an act of
translation, because the meaning offered by the metaphor is
peculiar to the relationship between words in lhe
metaphor. However, does that mean that we are left
advocating a position that essentially denies the
reductionist c1aim, while proclaiming the severance of
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metaphor from the IiteraL restatement? Certainly, if the
only position we are Ieft with is the non_reductionist,
non-translation school of thinking. But such polarized
views miss the point about what a paraphrase infersr âs
welL as the extent of its application. As Ðabney Tov¡nsènd

makes clear, as a possibility of restatement, paraphrasing
is not unique to figurative forms of Ianguage. Any

sentence in a natural tanguage, whether taken
Iiterally or figuratively, is subject !o restatement. 3z

Hence, contrary to the prevailing viev, paraphrase is
not unique to metaphor or other forms of figurative
Ianguage, but is guite often applied to clarify ordinary
forms of di scourse. paraphrase i s therefore not an

instrument of ordinary meaning designed to capture the
meaning intended by abnormaì. forms of discourse. Ànd in
the case of metaphor such a role would not have been
possible, because metaphor begins in a theory of meaning

that cannot be separated from Lhe 1ileral.

Now, to integrate the Iiteral within the process of
metãphor precludes a dichotorny that er-evates the literar
to a level that presumes its status as the primary form of
meaning.3s what constitutes the ground for determining
the sense and reference of the literal is very much a part
of what constitutes the meaning of metaphor. What

distinguishes the two depends on the nalure of the
relationship that is engendered belween ordinary words



as they are brought togelher in a metaphor. For that
reason, !¡e may say that the inability to separate metaphor
from ordinary 1anguage is a resul! of a process that
entails the possibility of metaphor only through the
unusual relaLedness forced betreeen each v¡ord's ordinary
range of meaning. As such, paraphrasing a metaphor is not
abou! revealing a set of truth-conditions within the
metaphor, for the meLaphor pronounces those truth-conditions
in the course of its saying. Instead, if we are to
understand what paraphrasing a metaphor is about we must
Iiken it to v¡hat Townsend describes as an

"archaeological enterprise. " 3 s

The appropriateness of the metaphor of archaeology cannot
be overtooked. For although the following fails to capture
the breadth of its meaning, it nonetheless
discloses an interpretation about interprelation. In
other ¡,rords, one aspect of archaeoLogy is !o uncover, to
reveal parts from a larger whole. And in regards to
the archaeology of meaning, that one aspect is
interÞrètat ion. When we of fer a paraphrase of a

rnetaphor He âre essentially giving an interpretation as to
rvhat it means. That a paraphrase shouLd be about
interpretation follows from what carr Hausman notes is a

fundamenLal aspect of the creative rnetaphor. That is, by
designat ing referents in a part icular and unfami r iar
setting, the metaphor creates a condition that



essentially is unprecedented or unique.4o This uniqueness
points away from ordinary J-anguage, because how would the
discovery of the unique be ai-ready assumed within the
bounds of the ordinary.4r Which explains the difficulÈy that
paraphrase has in captur ing the full content of the
metaphor. For how wouLd a paraphrase accurately represent
the meaning of a netaphor that was itself previousì.y
unknown.

Yet, although a metaphor can be said to be unigue, it
does not necessarily follow that it cannot be

paraphrased. But instead of being an expression of the
metaphor's meaning, paraphrasing a metaphor must be seen

as a second order process. It is a restatemen! of the
metaphor in the form of what Frye calls a secondary
or out!¡ard meaning. a 2 As a secondary explanation
paraphrase becomes more a statement of
interpretation, an assertion about certain features
within Lhe metaphor, It does not capture the whole
metaphor, because as a restatement it imposes

linitations on what the metaphor is abou!. a 3 In fact,
according to Townsendr âs a selection of alternatives,
the paraphrase must presume a prior knowledge of the
metaphor;44 Ho¡vever, despite what. Townsend claims regarding
the a priori condition of the metaphor, he nonetheless
holds to the view that once a particular aspect has achieved
a substantive status on its own, then what initially



nas a conditional Limitation becomes the measure by which
to understand and define the melaphor. Àlthough couched in
di f ferent terms, Townsend' s argument leads to an

understanding that is very simiLar to the pragmaÈic
position. By emphasizing the importance of what the
paraphrase cal1s our attention to, Townsend essentialLy
gives to lhe paraphrase the decisive role for understanding
the metaphor.

Thus by vacilì.ating beÈween a theory of metaphor that
emphasizes Lhe creative and a priori status of metaphor to
paraphrase, and one where metaphor is measured and

def ined by the paraphrase, Townsend Leaves us wi th a

position that fails to reconcile the original creative
conlent of metaphor with the Iimiting function of the
paraphrase. Why speak of the creative import of metaphor
when the insight it cLaims is made a function of the
interpreta!ion of the paraphrase? Are we bo therefore say
that before we arrive at a proper understanding of the
metaphor that it requires an almost analytical appJ.ication
of a i.iteral paraphrase to root out the actual meaning of
the metaphor. What then is the metaphor in relation Lo

language and meaning when its words are redefined HithouÈ
proper reference to the actuality of their saying?

The apparent contradiction reithin Townsend's conception
stems from his faiLure to appreciate how metaphor

builds its uniqueness on the ashes of the ordinary. Once



we acknovledge that metaphor is a sententional process
that links remote terms, then metaphor must be seen as

traditionally 'underdetermined' . By this I mean that
metaphor onJ.y occurs through a semant ic process that
enables the integration of the imagination !¡ith the
predicative function that allows for the interplay of
normally unassociated words. In that wâyr within lhe
process of metaphor, the movement of meaning evolves as a

projection from the ordinary to the new. Similar to how a

poem projects a moving body of imagery, metaphor
forces an interpLay between differen! realms that forms a

display of evolving inages. Ànd as Ricoeur states, because
metaphor is an intuitive process at the leveL of the
sentence then metaphor is a form of. predication that
displays a flow of images that arè interrelated in a way

that fundamentally redescribes reality.as

When we therefore say that a paraphrase fails to capture
the full content of the metaphor, we are referring to
what Polanyi notes is the inability to equate the
inaginative performance of a metaphor with the
disconnected subsidiaries of its vision. a 6 Metaphor

determines what is to be viewed as relevant, but only
through the manifestation of a multiple series of iconic
images. Hence to gâther the meaning of the metaphor, it is
necessary that each image be given its relative weight. À

condition that can onty occur through Lhe actuality
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of the ordinary differences projected by the metaphor
itself. Which leads us to conclude that the meaning of the
metaphor can onLy be understood in terms of the relatedness
beteeen images that is brought forth in the whote of
its movement through different realms.

Yet, why paraphrasing remains reJ.evant is, in facl, due

to the multiple nature of a metaphor's projection from
the ordinary to the ne¡{ ¡,rhich essentially allows for the
possibility of an interpretive role. Returning to the idea
of an archaeology of meaningr wê note hov¡ paraphrase is
designed to emphasize certain features of the metaphor.
In a !¡ay, by selecting certain aspects of the metaphor,
it is the paraphrase and not the melaphor that is the
proposition that is framed to calI attention to what is
offered by the metaphor. But this caIJ-ing attention to
ís noL in reference !o the whole but to its parts.
What paraphrase presumes is the possibility of a variety of
aspects, or a plurality of senses. Àt a fundarnental
Level, therefore, paraphrasing is diametrically opposite
Lo a metaphor, because rvhile a metaphor is an

evolving movement in a field of differences, paraphrase
is about one condition or feature that is distinctive. A

dichotomy that revolves around the question of what is
intended by each proposition. Wit.h metaphor \,rhat is
int.ended is primarily a cognitive meaning that is novel
and unusual, a perception that is definitely on Lhe
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creative side. WhiLe with a paraphrase it is not about
creating but about discovering conditions or senses within
the metaphor.

By uncovering what is related within the metaphor, a

paraphrase primarily is intended to be a gathering of
elements of the ordinary within the metaphor itself. It is
an attempt to bridge ordinary Ianguage with the
uniqueness of the metaphor's meaning. Thus from a display
of images that initiall-y are grounded in the ordinary
orbit of a word's meaning does it become possible to
exfract a sense of the metaphor. But a gathering of the
ordinary is not the same as a movement that actuarizes
a relationship of the different. So that atlhough the
following metaphor, ',socialists in Canada have never
watered down their doctrines,"az could be interpreted as a

refusal to dilute the content of socialist theories, it
does not exhaust the meaning of the metaphor. It could just
as easily be said that the metaphor contains aspects that
can lead to the following paraphrases:

'I . socialists in Canada have never simplified theirdoctrines.

2, socialists in Canada refuse to competitively Ieveloff thei r doctrines.

That each of these paraphrases is as valid as the other
is apparent r¡hen we come to realize that a paraphrase is
simply a heuristic device by r+hich one may enter into the
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metaphor. The above examples point to aspects, give
several senses oÍ the metaphor depending on the relevance
and r+eight lhat each of these aspects is considered to
have. Together, however, each above paraphrase, and any
others that may come to mind, do not add up to lhe
metaphor's meaning, bec a use

prec i sely about any one of

metaphor itself is not

above aspects. I,¡i th
each paraphrase we therefore enter inLo the initial
condition that directs us to the metaphor's meaning. It
does not achieve that meaning, because as ân inluitive
process metaphor requires a leap out of the ordinary. For
that reason, to paraphrase a metaphor is to reveal a

sense of the metaphor from the standpoint of the ordinary.
Given that $¡ithin metaphor the ordinary is a plural
configuration of imagistic possibilities, then the meaning
of the metaphor must be said to distinguish several senses.
And i f we follor¡ Henle' s argumènt , that because
metaphor conveys not one sense, buL many senses, then
paraphrase must be seen in lerms of interpretation.ag

That paraphrase is to be referred to as a second order
process that enters into metaphor through its interpretive
role becomes clear Once we understand metaphOr aS a

discursive movement that links semantics to the imagi.nation.
Metaphor is a simultaneous plôy betwèen thè sentence and
cognition, between movement and seeing. When we force a

movenent between remote terms we âre not simply presenting

the

the



a semantic configurãtion, but are invoking a perceptive
insight as to the necessity of creating a relationship
between differences. That thi s process is
extraordinary is why paraphrasing a metaphor comes

dor+n to interpretation, because any use of the
ordinary to buiLd an understanding of a perceptive insight
into the movement betlreen differences can onLy be an

explanation or rendering of the ordinary possibilities
within the metaphor itself.4e

Nol¡, i f metaphor i s to be def ined in terms of a

sententional process of movement and the intuitive input
of the imagination then metaphor must be considered a
process that reaches beyond the level of senantics and
into the phenomenal wori-d. For what the sentence and
intuition imply is a predicative function that
asserts a rei.ationship given over !o description and
depict ion . To assert something i s to reveal or br ing
forth through discourse a context, situation, or sense.
Hence the question of discourse fundamentally is a

question of the actuaLity of speech, shere speech
becomes the activity by which language is continuously
recreated, extended, altered, and reshaped. It f olloirs,
therefore, that if metaphor is a creative process within
ranguage, rhen metaphor is â predicative function r,¡hose

movement is most effectively realized in the actuality of
speaking. For with speech we acknowledge the
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participation of members of a tinguistic community who are
given ovèr to the act of Saying or disclosing
being-in-the-world. Which is to say that if metaphor is
most effective in the acLivity of speech, then metaphor
contains an ontological dimension. However, because
metaphor is both a question of the semanlics of the sentence
and the intuitive input of the imagination, then
metaphor's ontologicaL status must be explored in terms
of the interplay between the self as imagination and
ranguage as world. The f oì.rowing chapter wilr therefore
begin with an analysis of metaphor as a process that
links self and world in the actuality of discourse.
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METAPHORI S ONTOLOGTCAL S]GNIFICANCE: ONTOLOGY,
CoNVERSÀTION, AND POLITTCÀL DI SCOURSE

_gg!E__+!P wORLp: ÀN rNrERpLAy BETWEEN rNSrcHr ÀNp
LÀNGUÀGE

By identifying the role of the imagination in the
creative process of metaphor, we have added the last Iink
in a theory of metaphor that begins with semantics and
reaches into the phenomenal wor1d. yet He should
not misconstrue the inÈuitive function within metaphor as
the primary means by which metaphor enters into reality. Às

Wittgenstein notes, imagination is not outside and prior
to speech, thus the question of intuítion and image
presupposes that we can speak the language.l In fact,
wittgenstein makes it clear that it is not always
necessary that imagination accompany a proposition for
its meaning to be understood.2 Although what
Wittgenstein is referring to are those propositions that
are pârt of the ordinary use of J.anguage. The same cannot
be said of metaphor. That metaphor is a creative
process within language requires that there be some form
of intervention through which to bring together
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normaLly unassociated ¡,¡ords. Hence the importance of the
imagination, because onLy through the imagination,s
active interptay with language at the creative level is it
possible for metaphor to develop out of ordinary meaning.
However, to say of lhe imagination that it actively
participates in Language is to recognize within
metaphor a simultaneous occurrence between produclive
innovation and traditional forms of meaning. F,or metaphor
is a result of an interplay between insight as self and
ranguage as worr.d; a conjunction lhat fundamentalry
reflects the ontological condition of a being, who is a

being in-the-vorld. 3

Ho¡,rever, despite acknowledging the participation of the
self with language as world, the bridge to the phenomenal

world is not a result of each aspect separately, but
of their simul.taneous interpJ.ay. Àn interplay that can
only begin at the leveL of the sentence, because as a

movement between rsords the sentence is the minimum
predicative medium through which insight and a linguistic
cornmunity are united. Àt a fundamental level, it is lhe
sententional merging of the self and Language that enables
metaphor to reach beyond semantics. Therefore, as a

medium that points beyond itself the sentence brings
together the ordinary values hetd by a tinguist.ic
community and the individual's novel appropriation of
those values and forges them into an assertion about
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reality. To a certain degree, this link between seLf and
l,anguage at the Level of the sentence can be traced to
three conditions that Ricoeur claims are essential lo a

theory of metaphor. FirstIy, the initial act of
predication which is intended as an insight that effects
a rapproachment beLween disparale terms. Secondly, the
flow of images that discourse displays as it initiaLes
this change in 1ogical distance. Thirdly, the
"suspension" of ordinary descriptive reference. a

what Ricoeur claims, is that if v¡e are to complele a
semantic theory of metaphor it will be necessary that we

appeal to a psychorogy of the imagination. Ricoeur argues
that, through the abiì.ity to both think and see, the
imagination is able to effect both a restructuring of
semantic fields and a grasping of the possible
r el-at i on sh i ps between disparate terms; a produc t i ve
characteristic of the insight thal Ricoeur refers
to as predicative assimilation. s Now, Ricoeur,s notion
of the productive imagination is drawn from Kant's idea
of the role of the productive imagination in the
schematization of the pure understanding. The emphasis
here is on the relationship between images created by the
imagination and the concept itself. Thus, according to
Kant, it is through the imagination,s production of
schemata (figuration) "as a representation of a method
of representing an image in conformity with a



conception," that provides the ground from which to attain
an understanding of the concept.6 ln a simiLar vein,
Ricoeur points to how the production of images is
channeled through a schematization of predicative
assimitation and towards an iconic presentation of what

appears.T What Kant refers to as the relational quality of
the schema is therefore preserved in Ricoeur's movement

from image to icon. Unlike Kant, however, Ricoeur does

not elevate the imagination beyond language, but places it
under the control of a figurative discLosure that is a

predicative depiction that begins at the level of
semant i c s.

That language becomes the controlling medium of
metaphorical imagery f ollor,¡s from !¡hat Marcus B. Hester
cites is the commonality of language. s without 1anguage

providing a limitation to the spontaneous creation of
images, then the imagination would tend towards a 1awless
freedom that, according to Kant, produces nothing but
nonsense.s Perhaps we might agree with Hester when he refers
to such anarchical images as most appropriate to
dream-Iike states, where the quest ion of
communication is apparently irrelevant. But once we accept
that metaphorical imagery is intended as a communicative
device, then the images that are part of a schema that
develops towards an iconic presentation must necessarily
be associated with language from the beginning. Às Hester
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states, "images are not free, because we share
language, a common sound and sense of our Ianguage

non-verbal associations of that language," so

the image is to make sense it can do so onLy in the
of the ability to communicate.ro

a c ommon

and the

that i f

context

But though Èhe flow of images lhat results from the
actualiLy of discourse is limited to discourse as
communication, it does not mean a limitation on the
possibility of imagistic association. Hence Ricoeur,s
appeal to lhe KanÈian schema. For in a schematic form
images are displayed as associated and related. What the
productive imagination does is engender this relationship,
but only through the actuality of discourse, because
what constitutes this reLatedness is paralIeI to the
relatedness between words at the tevel of the sentence. In
fact, Ìrhat is given as a figurative display is brought
forth by the sententional movement of words, to the
extent that the imaginative performance is subject to
the nature of the sententional configuration. Thus,
like de Saussure's reference to the sign's infinite capacity
of association, images have no timit as to the
possibitty of association. But like the sign, images are
related and given f orrn by Lhe particular sententional
configuration of an utterance. which is to say thaÈ
alLhough the imagination is an acLive performer in the
creation of a metaphor, it is subject to the ruLes of
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through thea language that initiates communication

movement between words.

It foIIows, that if the imagination is Iinked Lo 1anguage

through a schematization of images that arise in conjunction
with a configuration of \,rords ât lhe 1evel of the sentence,
then the nature of lhe imaginat ion' s act ive rol.e i s
to transform or reshape the values and rel.at ions
traditionally heLd within tanguage.rr which is why the
roLe of identity remains important to undersLanding lhe
process of metaphor. For ¡,rhat identity is about is the
bringing together of that which is not traditionally
associated. Thus it is the imagination that perceives
the possibility of the relatedness between distant terms,
so that it is the imagination that is closely identified
r¿ith the concept of metaphorical sameness. Which explains
the traditional- view that a theory of metaphor concerns
similars. For the history of metaphor is truly a

history of

equation;

the ocular side of the metaphor ical
of the imaginative performance that

perceives a likeness. In that wây, up until the
twentieth century, whal the study of metaphor unconsciously
focussed on !¡as the imaginative impact of the self. Where

the self participated, and how it participated were never
explored, so that the study of metaphor never reached
beyond tþe initial stage of rela!ing distant terns.
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I t further explains the conLradictions present in
Ricoeur's thesis when he alludes to both the
imaginative performance that is controlled by the semantics
of the sentence, and the assimilation or rapprochment made

between dislant terms. On the one hand, Ricoeur goes

farther than any previous writer to explicitly ground a

semantic theory of metaphor in the predicative
function of the sentence. Moreover, he does not delimit
this approach by appealing to a psychology of the
imagination. In fac!, he clearly establishes the primary
role of discourse in both managing and displaying a

flow of images. Where he contradicts himself, however, is
in the claim that identity is Lhe pr imary
orientation of the metaphorical statement. Àn argument
that follows from Ricoeur's emphasis on the imagination's
capacity to perceive Iikenesses. For that reason,
despite the sentenLional orientation of his theory on

metaphor, Ricoeur never realIy reaches beyond Aristotle,s
view that metaphor is about an insight into similarities.
Às such, when Ricoeur refers to the metaphorical depiction
it is not seen as an evolving creation that develops from
the interpl-ay of self and world, but as a suspension
between two worlds, (what Ricoeur refers to as a

sPlit-reference). r 2

Now, the suspension beLween t!,ro worlds essentially is a

resuLt of a theory thal retains the difference between
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literal and figurative forms of language. A difference
that we have shown to be unfounded. At the l-evel of
ontology it is an assumption that rests with the
ocular side of the metaphoricaL process. Specifica1Iy, the
idea that metaphor is about seeing two worlds or viel¡s
simultaneously. "That is to say, the perspeclive prior to
and subsequent to the transformation of the metaphor's
principle and subsidiary subj ec t s must be

conjointly maintained. "13 yet this dual vision is a

misinterpretation of the imagination's insight. As we have
noted, if the imagination is confined by the sententional
movement of words, then what constitutes that insight
is disprayed by discourse. whire Lhe words and images must
initially be understood from the context of their
traditional orbit, together they do not present both an

ordinary and a nover depiction. The fact that each ¡vord and
image was not previously associated means together
they never constituted an ordinary depiction. That there
is a tension or impertinence is a resul.t of the degree of
difference between each term. Such tension is therefore
a question of the relatedness between each word and image,
and not between ordinary and novel depictions. For the
latter would require t¡,¡o statenents opposed to each other,
and not what transpires in a metaphor.

But this is not to say that a suspension does not occur
within metaphor. Such a suspension, hor+ever, would be in
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the form of a slepping back, or what Hester refers
to as "a bracketing of our naturalistic presuppositions and

our reality presuppositions.,'14 This bracketing takes place
betr{een the self and world at the level of discourse,
because by allowing for shat Hester claims is the
original right of all data ¡,¡ithin the metaphor, ordinary
values held !¡ithin language and individual references
tha! contribute to insight are hetd in abeyance. What

constitutes the ordinary differences bet¡,¡een terms and the
possible identity perceíved in normally unrelated terms
becomes secondary once the imagination and language are
brought together in a metaphor. For that reason, what

had previousLy been referred to as a blending together
of identity and difference resulted from the 'unity' and
simultaneous 'suspension' that takes place between the
self and world in the course of a metaphorical
utterance.

Once we accept that metaphor is a process that results
from the interplay between self and world, then metaphor is
not a discovery of something already held within language
and therefore the 'world-at-Iarge', or a reflection of the
subjective condition of the se1f. Instead, metaphor is a

radicaL departure from the limitations of both convention
and reLativism. As an interplay bet\,reen self and wor1d,
metaphor becomes a means of discLosure, or of creating and
recreating language and therefore a ¡,rorld. yet,
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metaphor does not create in a vacuum, but must begin with
what Goodnan notes is "a world already on hand.,'ts For
the creation of a world results, according to Goodman, from
the compositional or decompositionaì. remaking that takes
place from !¡ithin a world or between worlds. r6 But r,¡hat

constitutes the means through which a world is made is
not simply from what Goodman notes are competing or
conflicting versions of reaLity, or between multipJ.e actual
worlds. 17 Eor the making of a world begins when the
ordinary values of a particular Iinguistic community
collide ¡{ith an individual's unique relationship to that
worId. This is not a quesLion of simultaneous mulLiple
worlds in competition with each other, but simply the
creation of an aLternate vrorld. To create or remake a
worId, one must presume the incompleteness of a particular
worId. Metaphor is therefore the disclosure of this
interpì.ay between the inadequacy of a particular r+rorld

and the self's novel insight on that world. rs

Nolr, as an act of disclosure, metaphor is also an act
of Saying, which should be understood as the means by
which we disclose being-in-the-world. But as Heidegger
points out, Saying, as a quesLion of creating or
making manifest, fundamentally refers to that which bears

' relevance' . r e where the quest ion of reLevance must be

seen from the vantage point of speech and participation,
because if metaphor is about the interplay between



self and worrd, then what is held as rerevant must result
from a contextual actuaLity that enables seLf and world
to encountèr each other. Therefore, in the following
subsectionr wê wilI extend our analysis into an

exploration of metaphor's creative status in 1anguage
through its relationship to speech, particularly in terms of
speech as conversat ion.

Èa
METAPHOR ÀS THEE-.¡94 gÀIlÀE ro coNVERSArroN:

EXPERIENCE OF SIGNI Fi CÀÀ¡CE

By pointing to metaphor as an interptay between self and
worId, rre have grounded that re j.ationship in the
predicative structure of the sentence. In that way, like
Ricoeur, we have given to discourse the primary role as the
means through which metaphor arises. A role that is
made possible because as a predicative configuration of
words, discourse both extends into the phenomenal worId,
and determines the nature of that extension as a

relationship between self and language. yet, once we

establish the discursive ground of metaphor, then
metaphor becomes a function of ¡{hat Heidegger claims is the
communication of the possibilities of disclosing existence.
That is to say, as a discursive movement, metaphor is
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a way of c reat i vely art
being-in-the-v¡orld. " 2o

iculating the "intelligibility of
Ànd how g'e articulate

being-in-the-worId is not through what TayIor has claimed
is the expressive nature of language, but through v¡ha!

Heidegger defines as Saying, which means to show, to let
appear, to let be seen and heard.2r A distinction that rests
on the guestion of what language is abou!.

Now, in Taylor's view, language is about the ,,capacity

to speak the reflective awareness inplicit in using words
to say something."22 Language is about a being who is
capable of using words for describing and recognizing and
therefore of manifesting the world he dwells in. And

though Language presumes the background of the worId,
the focus for Taylor is the expressive alrareness of the self
as it brings language into being. Thus language is
simply the vehicle that enables the self and its
interpretation of the v¡ortd to become actualized.2s !.¡hich is
why lrhat meaning and understanding are about is nothing more

than the realization of what conditionaLly is a case
of Lhe self's reflective orientation to the world. In
other words, for Taylor, Ianguage primarily reflects the
self's pivotal rore as the agent of discrosure. For rhat
reason, because Taylor continues to appeal to an

expressive theory of language, his thoughts still remain
within the narrow bounds of an emotive theory that had its
origins in the thinking of Herder and the Ro¡nantic
school of thought.
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Yet, al.though we have appealed to Heidegger's idea of
disclosure as Saying, Heidegger's explanation of
articuLation as Saying is carried away from the actuality
of discourse as the interplay of self and world. In
Heidegger' s words, Saying as Showing;

"brings alL present and absent beings each intotheir - own, from where they shor,J themselves in
:l?f th:y are,.. and where rhe! abide accõiãi.õ iãÈhe1r kind...that which brings them there, andwhich moves Saying as Showing -in its ;h;;í"g -;;
caLl Àppropriation...approprlation assembles thedesisn of Sayins áñd - unfords ir inrã iü;structure of manifold Showing. " 20

For Heidegger, Saying is not about what is revealed in
discourse by man qua man and world, but concerns the
release of Dasein (man,s being) to the word, and therefore
to the being that we are. Dasein dwells in 1anguage
insofar that language holds Dasein in view. For language
as saying appropriates Dasein to itserf, and arlows Ðasein
to come into his own, as one who is given over to speech,
and therefore to encountering and ansv¡ering Saying.2s

However, according to Heidegger, Dasein only experiences
this encounter with language when he is unabJ.e to find the
right word for r,¡hat. concerns him. In that wây, the
experience with language that brings Dasein to encounter
language does not occur in everyday taIk, but in the
absence of what concerns us.26 From Heidegger,s point of
vielr it essentially depends on whether language gives or
withholds the appropriate word. Nor,r, for Heidegger,
Ii ke Ricoeur , i t i s the poet who comes closest to



uncovering t.hat which is unspoken. 2z The poet serves to
reveal-, to unconceaL the world that Dasein as a

being-in-the-world is directed towards, and that lays cJ.aim

to him.28 But !o reveal is only to acknowledge what science
has long claimed; that truth is grounded in the ,there,

that is eventualJ.y disclosed by man's encounter. That
observation controlled by Iogic, empiricaJ- fact, and
phenomenal data discloses "the laws of nature, which tell- us
what is always and everywhere the case."2s Thus if truth
is whab awaits man's archaeological dig, then Lhe poet
becomes more like the scientist, using his 'experience
¡'¿ith language' in the form of an heuristic device for
uncovering what is already held for Dasein's worId. An

approach, in fact, that is folLowed by many in the social
sciences, who have often defined the political and social
world as an unobservable real i ty that awai ts the
appropriate meÈhod of discovery. It is atso the position
that Miller supports when he argues that metaphor serves
to discLose an underlying political reality by
positing a likeness between different things; between the
familiar experience of the everyday and the unobservable
but intelligibJ.e structure of political things.3o

But if Dasein onJ.y experiences language in its absence,
then such an experience is not about uncovering the hidden,
but concerns the interplay that Dasein as self has r,¡ith
Ianguage as wor].d, and to the role that metaphor has as a



process that gives significance to this experience. For the
absence Ehat is apparent when the poet first confronts
language, results from the poet's retreat from ordinary
discourse , ot what Heidegger refers to as the "they,,.3 i

By withdrawing from ordinary discourse, the poet draws
away from the actuality of language and into the horizon of
the possible. Às the possible, Ianguage is, in Gadamer,s
words, more than "an elaborate conventionalism, or the
burden of pre-schematisation with which it loads us... it
becomes simply the freedom of speaking oneself and of
alJ.owing oneself to be spoken. " 3 2 Theref ore, ¡,¡hat the
poet comes to experience !¡ith language is a gap or distance
between self and the "they" as ordinary language. Ànd

how the poet closes that gap is not through what is already
found r,¡ithin language, but only in what creatively
transpires when ordinary language confronts t.he active
participation of the seIf. For that reason, because
metaphor is the creative process Lhat resuLts from the
interpJ.ay of self and language, metaphor is what
occupies the space opened up by t.he poet's experience.

Once we accept that the experience that Dasein has with
language is only revealed in the self's withdrawl from
ordinary J.anguage, then 'Saying' is about r,¡hat is
disclosed in the interplay betv¡een self and language.
Saying shows, but what it shows reflects the
condition of a being that actively participates, and



who has a role to play in the evoLution of language and
therefore world. It f oLlor,¡s, that if Sayinq is about
the active freedom that thè self has in participating in
the creation of language, then it is possible to say that
what Heidegger refers to as Àppropriation is nothing more

than the influence that is exerted by the as it
aftempls to bring Dasein into its world.33 For
Appropriation concèrns what is arready held within
language r so lhat what is given over !o Dasein are the
ideaLs and vaLues that TradiLion carries to all members

of a J.inguistic community. As such, what the self
encounters is not something primarily his own, but
¡vhat is already given as the ordinary world that he is a
part of. Which is to say that what holds Dasein in vie¡v is
the ordinary worrd, of the traditions tha! are erevated by
History, and that in turn shape History as the movement

that appropriates.

No!¡, on the surface, it would appear that such a view
imply's that Heidegger's notion of Àppropriation carries
with it the overtones of a Hegelian teleology that once
defined man as Lhe conditional means through which the
World Spirit realized itself. There is no doubt that
Heidegger's History of Being primariry focusses on the
ontological dimension of Sein, (aeing) and only on Dasein as
it relates to Sein. And this is particularly the case in
his later writings when Heidegger begins to move away



from the influence of the metaphysicat ground of
Being and towards a conception of Sein that is at once a

criticism of western metaphysics from the time of plato,
(reaching its zenith under HegeJ.), and a return to the
thinking of the early Greeks. The latter being ,,the

destiny of the disclosure of the duaLity.,.that both
conceals and is thought as something said...and that
yieLds what is present to the everyday perception of
mortals. " 3 4 yet , though Heidegger would def ine language
as Àppropriation ãs the master of men, he at times remains
uncertain as to the role Ðasein has with language.35 For
though Àppropriation brings Dasein to language, it does not
mean thaL Ðasein cannot bring language to language. Ànd

even Heidegger acknowledges that there comes a time
when the poet "is compelled...to put into language the
experience he undergoes with language. "36

That the poet participates in the giving of language
points to Saying as the disclosure of t.hat which bears
relevance. saying refers to what is relevant because it
reveals that which transpires as the closing of the gap

between the poet and language. Given, though, that
metaphor is what results from the poet's movement tov¡ards
language, then Saying is about the disclosure of
metaphor as the 'significance' that bears directJ.y upon

'being'. By significance r mean the relevance that occurs
for a 'being' !¡hose ontological condition is as one



Ì¡ho understands and interprets, and therefore as one who in
discourse is given over to its disctosedness, to the world,
to being-in, and to the self.3? Metaphor reveals what is
directly relevant in the seLf's encounter r,¡ith J.anguage,

because through discourse metaphor creates a reality that
is neither of self or world, but that reflects the
actuality of the ongoing diatogue between the unique
condition of the one and the common values held within a

I i ngui st ic commun i ty.

On the other hand, if metaphor is what arises out of the
dial.ogue between man qua man and world then what we

define as 'significance' is the action that is humanly
discLosed by the word. As Àrendt notes;

"action is the onJ.y. activity that goes ondirectly betr.reen men without tÍre intermeãi;;y ;Tthings or matter, and therefore corresponds tothe human condition of plurality, to the facttha! men, not Man, Iive ón the eãith and inhabitthe worId."38

Yet, on its own, without speech, acLion represents a

brute physical reality that remains indifferent to the
question of the relationship betlreen self and world.
Hence the close relationship bet!¡een speech and action,
because only through the word is it possible for deeds

to be captured and held as something unique and
relevant. For the Word represents man's capacity to reveal
lhe "who" that lre are and the world that we come into.3e
The Word, or more precisely, speech, because speech is ¡¿hat

reveals, is the means through which the self comes to
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encounLer an already existing web of reLations. Together
they form a unique lifestory of both the self and
worJ.d, so that together they establish a 'significance,
that reflects the manifeslation of a reality that both
acknowledges and identifies the actor and the stage that
forms his background. ao

At the same time, because significance is about man,s
place in the worLd, it is also about man,s attemp! to
assert the necessity of his being in a world where
uncertainty and anxiety are the norm. For the significance
that is attained out of the congruence between speech
and acLion is a densily and definiteness that excludes
the indifference of space and time by establishing a

resistance against thè trend towards conditions of higher
probabilty, such as diffusion, and the erosion of
entropy. a1 Significance becomes the self_assertion of a

reality that wards off uncertainty by giving the self a

place and a role within the world. Às Blumenberg notes,
significance resu.Lts from man's effort to distance himself
from the anxiety that Heidegger defines as his basic
state-of-mind.4 2 Significance is the response to the
reality that man encounters as a being that is both
in-the-worId, and oriented towards the wor1d, and is
therefore "the guality of the world as it would not
originally have been for men " had not man sought to
nul1i fy the "authenticity',
impartiaJ. reality. a 3

of his relationship to an
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Now, according to Blumenberg, thè significance that man

gives to hi s encounter wi th the world i s a

metaphorical disclosure that is delineated in the form
of myth. For in Blumenberg's ¡,¡ords, metaphors are
J.inguistic incarnations of nature and humanity and
represent a process in which ',man is forever caught in
the act of becoming incarnate as man."44 Citing a passage

from Jean Paut's Horn of Oberon, Blumenberg gives a

metaphor i ca 1 account i ng of the metaphor i ca I
'significance' that is attained in myth when the self
encounters language. Thus,

"t¡hen man J.ooks down, as theology did in the olddays, from the supernal ¡.¡orld -io the uãitt iVworId, then the 1atter seens to drag a1ong, s*ãii
and_ f.utile; and when he measures the smaÍÍ *orfã.as humor does, against Lhe infinite ,orfà--ãnåsggs- them together, a kind of laughter ..ruif"which contains pain and greatness.,'4s-

Myths give man a place in the world, because they enable the
seLf to become reconciled to the wor1d. However, unlike the
metaphors that result from the poet's encountèr with
language, the significance found in myths represent a

metaphorical story that folLows from man,s attempt to
become reconciled Èo the world. A difference that rests
on the distinction betr,reen the experience the poet seeks and
the reconciliation with language as world that inspires the
storyteller.

Thus although the poet forever d¡,¡e1Is in the experience
of Lhe encounter between self and world, and as such,



bears r¿itness to the role he has in shaping language and
worì.d, the storyteller through the elevation of metaphors
to myth, r¡ants onl,y to come back into a ¡,¡orld. The

storyteller is not interested in reveal-ing the experience
he has undergone with language, but only in closing the
gap that has opened up beteeen the ordered world that is
shaped by certain myths and lhe incompleteness of his
relationship to these vrorld myths. The storyteller seeks
the ascendancy of man's place in the ordinary world by
restoring an order that gives to man a famiLiarity and
nearness that is simiLar to "making oneself at home.,'a6

But while the storyteller attempts a reconciliation with
the world, in his haste he has overlooked what the poet has
long understood; that being the intersubjective
communicability that the self has with the !¡orld.4? We have
already noted with Wittgenstein that communication depends
on the ability to speak a language, so that communication
is an act grounded in speech. Speech, though, according
to Arendtr corresponds to both the serf's distinctness
and the actuality of the self's participation in a

linguistic community. Thus speech is "the actualization of
the human condition of plurality, that is of living as a
distinct and unígue being among equals."4B Through speech,
both self and world are brought together, because speech
serves to put things out in the open; Lo reveal or rnake

visible. In Taylor's words, speech is the actuality of



Ianguage as it creates a space about r¿hich both self and
world revolve. In that wâyr speech is what holds the
significance that man finds in his encounter \,¡ith the
worLd.4s Which is why Arendt is correct to point to the
PoIis as the true space in which significance is held.
For the PoIis is the organization that arises when people
both act and speak together.5o

But if the potis is the framework in which man discloses
his encounter wit.h the world, then ultimately the polis
is hhe space of dialogue, participation, and disclosure,
AlI of which reflect man's open capacity to engage in the
exchange of words and deeds. For the polis is the space in
which men are both equal and free, and thereby
constitutes the forum wherein each individual's experience
is gathered and held as part of the ongoing evolution of
the diaJ.ogue between self and world. As such, as the
space of the encounter, the polis is the pJ.ace where

dialogue is given over to the experience of the
possible. Àn experience the participants undergo Èhat is
neither of convention or prejudice, but of the
possibilities Lhat arise when dialogue simultaneously
concerns the unique condition of each participant and the
commonal.ity of their linguistic heritage.

Yet, if the polis is the franework that offers a meeting
place for a dialogue between self and wor1d, and hence of
the disclosure of the 'significance' as the condilional



possibiLity that comes in the actuarity of this encounter,
then the polis fundamentally is the 'institution, of
conversation. For what conversation is about is the
disclosure of the self's participation with the
world. In MichaeL Oakshott's words, ,,conversation is the
meeting place of human intercourse, a place where the
participants are not engaged in an enquiry or debate, there
is no 'Truth' to be discovered, no proposition to be
proved, and no conclusion sought."5r Conversation actualizes
the human condition of participation, so that what is
relevant is already contained vrithin the conversation
itself. What conversation reveals is the experience
of the 'dialectic of participation'. And by that I don,t
mean what Gadamer refers to as the platonic process of
question and answer that has traditionally defined
conversation. 5 2 Instead, the 'dialectic of parLicipation,
must be seen as a movement of infinite engagement and
unfolding, where the actuality of conversation presupposes
an experience that is of neither participants but of
what is constantly being created and recreated in the
course of the diaJ.ogicaL encounter between self and worId.

For tha! reason, because metaphor is the 'significance,
that arises out of the encountèr between self and
Ianguage as world, conversation is what enables
netaphor to arise. Às a meeting place for participation
that has no limitations as to what may enter into the



conversation, conversation effectively
conditions by which the sel,f may

ordinary discourse and undergo an experience
For at a fundamental 1eveI, conversation
experience that man has with the worId.
that is revealed through metaphor.

creates the

retreat from

wi th language.

i s about lhe

An exper i ence

But if metaphor is about the experience that takes place
beteeen self and wori-d, then what we hoLd up as ,Truth, is,
in fact, only metaphors that redescribe reaJ.ity in the
course of the dialogue between the individual as self and
language as a pluralistic ringuistic community. wha! bears
rerevance precludes the estabrishment of an archimedian
point, because as conversation opens up the
possibiJ.ity of an encounter between self and language,
metaphor comes to represent an experience that is neither
relative or objective, but a condition of one who

dv¡e11s in participation. For that reason, the probJ.ematic
of significance must caLl into question whether an objective
truth for the sociaL sciences is possible and/or necessary.
In politics, history, and even phiJ.osophy, one is unable
to reach the ground on which a11 of mankinds institutions
and concepts are founded, because the real.ity of each
is determined by the necessity of dialogue and
part ic ipat.ion. s 3 we thereby remained immersed in a soc iety
that manifests a reaJ.ity for which we are partly
responsible, but which at the sâme time we come
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upon. This is no longer a question of 'Truth' but in
Wittgenstein's words, "of a seeing âs,,, of an

understanding that is realized through interpretation, and
participation, s4 In such altered conditions, one no longer
speaks of truth, but what is made true, lhrough ¡,¡hat

bears relevance.

Conversation is therefore about the actuality of the
encounter and dialogue belween the self and tanguage as
world, and not their reconciliation. Which is why it is
the poet, and not the storyteller, that is at home in
conversation, because the poet has forever been open to
the possibility of an ongoing experience ¡,¡ith
Ianguage. A consequence that cannot be overlooked for
a theory of metaphor. For once we accep! that metaphor
is grounded in conversation as the 'significance' that is
attained when the poet experiences language r w€ must
concLude that metaphors are an infinity of possibilities,
A concl-usion that becomes quite tenable when we consider
that conversation is, according to Oakshott, an open ended
medium where "facts appear only lo be resoLved into the
possibilities from which they were made, 'certainties,
are shown to be combustible...by being kindled by the
presence of ideas of another order. "ss In conversation
metaphor attains its zenith because it is the medium that
reveaLs the creative quality of the dialogical interplay
betv¡een self and world. yet, it is al.so evident
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that in conversation metaphors are a 'significance' that
remains subject to the actuality of the conversation
itself. À prescription that reveals the other side of
conversation's relationship to metaphor as one in which
conversation becomes the disclosure, as well as, the ground

of metaphor, In that wâyr to complete our study on

metaphor it requires that we explore conversation
from the standpoint of a metaphoricaì. accounting of
conversation. In this case, from the standpoint of the
'conversation that political man d¡reIls in'.

5.3 TgE,Ygr¡,fg9IJç4! NATURE oF pol,rrrcAL MÀN: coNVERSÀrroNAS THE DISCLOSURE Or WONT,OS- 
-

Conversation and metaphor; a relationship that primarily
concerns the question of disclosure. But a relati.onship
that offers t¡,¡o forms of disclosure. The first, as we

noted, was the culmination of an exploration that defined
metaphor as a creative process that extends into the
phenomenal world through its discrosure of the encounter
between self and worì.d; one that is made possible in
conversation. The second, only alluded to at the end

of the previous section, concerns the question of
conversation as the disclosure of worlds. The importance of
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r,¡hich shoul-d not bè overlooked, because by disclosing the
metaphorical significance of the relationship betr,¡een

sel f and language, conversation s imuL taneous 1y

reveal-s !he unl imi ted metaphor icalness of man' s
participation in worlds. In other !¡ords, ,although

conversation estabrishes the possibiì.ities for a dial0gical
experience of lhe self's encounter with language, it is
also a metaphoricaJ- accounting of the metaphorical
expl ora t i on of be i n9- i n-the-wor Id. And this
metaphorical accounting of metaphor is most appropriately
the metaphor of lhe 'conversation that political man dwelLs
in' .

Now, to say that political man dwells in a conversation,
is to reveaL a meLaphor that makes present a story. whên

one telLs a story one is speaking of an experience, not
from the place separate from what is spoken, but from the
presence of the experience itself. To tell a story is to
refer to a gathering that holds open the possibilities of
the past and strengthens the expect.ations of the future.
It is a story that reflects the dialogical horizon of a

being who finds himself in circumstances not of his making,
following actions intended as an imperative for
authenticating the present through the expectations of
tomorrow. As Ricoeur observed with Marx, it is an

experience often expressed as ',making history,' or "doing
history", a process that is equivalenL to human i ty
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narrating its or,¡n story. s 6 But contrary to Ricoeur, it is
not a step backward from the future towards the past, of a

narrowing of the temporal distance between the past and
the future. Fôr the experience that is given through
conversaLion is a gathering that suspends time. In
conversation the space of experience does not
differentiate bet¡{een past and future, because conversalion
denotes only the actuality of the diatogical reLationship
betlreen man qua man and world. ln other words, r,¡hat is
defined as the given of history, or the indeterminancy of
tomorrow is leveled off in a dialogue with man: here
history ofLen remains open to re-interpretation, and
constantly offers the prornise of a variety of possibitities,
while the future is given a weight tha! reduces its
contingency and provides man with goals by whÍch to direct
action towards.

Thus as a process that 1evels off, conversation
essentially is creating a space of equality, where the
weight of tradition or the uncertainty of the future are
transformed into one of several dialogical participants
with competing views. For conversation acknowledges that
aIl participants v¡ith their competing interests have
a value and a role to play in the conversation of
mankind. Ànd if each participant has a sây, then the
rnetaphor ical account ing of conversation expresses a

story that acknowledges the role that Lhe individual plays
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man becomes

conversation's

wi thin the plurality that is inherent in the
'worId-at-Iarge' , and conversely, the influential role
that the J.inguistic community has with the individual.
Given Lhen that conversation is about the pluratity of
interests that enter into a dialogue, then political

lhe dialogical centerpiece of
metaphorical disclosure, because

poJ-itical man must barance the significance that evorves as
a creative metaphor with the traditions, values, and
history of the everyday linguistic community that he is a
part of .

Às to why it is political man rvho has the pivotal roJ.e
and not the poet wilL become crear when we understand
that conversation not only reveal-s man,s experience with
language, but also how it relates back to the values and
traditions already held within a J-inguistic community.
Thus, while it is true to say that the poet is at
home in conversation, the poeL is nonetheless concerned
only with the experience within conversation that
enables him to constantly encounter ]anguage. The poet is
one who ever dwells on the horizon of language, and
conversation is what enables him to remain there,
because it continually allor+s him to enter into a diaJ.ogue
with the ordinary rvorld from a distance. The fact that the
poet must encounter and listen to the ordinary v¡orld is not
a prereguisite for returning to the r+o r Id. It only
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signals that the poet must speak lrith the ordinary world
aS a necessary condition fOr retaining a remoteness
from the mundane. political man, on the other hand, finds
himself a! the center of a dialogue betv¡een the stability
offered by the traditions and values of the everyday, and
the devetopmen! and change that is required if
society is to effectively progess, For politics is the
conversation between tradition and change, order and
revolution, and self and world, and it is the job of
poi-itical man to recognize the plurality within the
totality of this dialogical unfolding. sz Hence the
importance of politicat man to the unfolding of
conversation, because it is politicat man who must
strike a balance between different worlds.

While this clearly distinguishes political man from the
poet, it also separates him from the storyteller. As

the disclosure of the plurality of worlds, the
conversation that political man dwel.ls in dispJ.ays the
dialogical actuality of the different possibilities that
are attained in the 'significance' of Èhe encounter. They
are Lhe 'possibility of worlds' and signify what
Oakshott states is the "pursuiL of intimations,, that are
initiated when nen participate. ss It is a difference
between the storyteJ.lers singleminded pursuit of â totality
that shapes a Iimited but ordered worJ.d, and
pol i t ical man' s understanding that everything i s



temporary, and not h i. ng arbitrary
v¡orlds.

a dialogue of pos s i ble

But i f conversation is the mode through which we

participate in worlds, then political discourse must
refLecL man's plurality. For the failure of poJ-itical man

to promote and maintain an ongoing and open dialogue can
only lead to what Marcuse refèrs to as the
"functionalization of language',; where language expresses
a technological- behavior or "habits of thought,, as it
organizes the socio-polifical ¡,¡orId tor,rards a single
dimension. ss without the contingency generated by
conversation, Ianguage becomes governed by cliche
intended as intimidation and glorification, and according
to Marcuse, opens the door towards authoritarian ând
totalitarian forms of communication such as decision,
dictum, and command.6o This is evident in societies where
the possibilities for open discourse are Iimited or
non-existent' for r¡hat is disclosed is distorted from the
polential that is central to being_in_the_world,
Conversation remains, but has been forced underground,
while language is subject to a man ipulat ion des i gned

to conLrol , select, organize, and redistribute ideas
and interpretations. when conversation is cLosed off,
discourse becomes, according to Foucault, a struggle for
power, "discourse does not simply translate struggles or
systems of domination, but is the thing by which there is
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a struggle, discourse is the power to be seized. " 6t

In the end' onr-y ¡¿hen conversation is maintained can
politicaì. discourse avoid the violence of a totality that
seeks to unify discourse under an ideal of truth.

Thus, a! a glance it would appear tha! conversation
is more prevalent in societies where participation is
encouraged. That societies where a democratic
tradition has long been accepted are the naturaL
political settings from which to engage in a conversation.
And while this is true Lo the extent that democratic
institutions presume the possibility of participation, they
nevertheless can constitute a restriction and closing off of
conversation through the systemalic t.ryanny of public
opinion. Under the guise of a tradition that has extolled
the virtues of public space, participation has been
channelled by the mass media towards interlectuai. trends,
linguistic stereotyping, and the pursuit of immediate
desires. Às Fred Dallmayr argues, "the 'general wiIl,
shades over into a sum of private wills, or at Least into
the wiLl of lhe most vocal and preponderant segment of
society...desires...become a socially generated and
fashioned impulse. " It is not direct poì.itica1 constraint,
but simply the indirect control and manipulation of the
public sphere.62 Thus when ¡,¡e speak of the 'conversation of
political man' \,¡ e are referring to a metaphor tha!
reaches further than what democractic inst.itutions intend,
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as it reveals a changing and open dialogue, where

concepts and ideas are constantly being replaced and
redefined. Conversation opens up mankind's r,¡orlds, so that
what bears upon humanity is disclosed in the course of the
conversat ion. I n other words, for pol i L ical man ,

conversation is the poJ,itics of discourse; and discourse is
the articufation of the significance of a being who

encounters the $¡orrd. which is to say that conversation is
the metaphorical disclosure of the significance that is
metaphor. Conversation is therefore not just the ground
upon which metaphor arises, it is also a metaphorical
accountingthat discLoses the metaphoricalpossibilities
inherent in the discourse of poJ.itical man's plural poLity.

Now it is precisely the threat of tyranny, or of
arbitrary authority, that points !o the unique and
fundamental position of the metaphor of potitical
conversation. For as conversation, politics becomes a

metaphor that portrays and discloses the metaphors that
underly the perception and legitimacy of political
man's socio-poritical r,¡orrd. And what conversation revears
is that the history of political thought is a history of
the tyranny of metaphor; of priviledge, without extraction
f rorn their native soiL.6s For that reason, despite
poinÈing to the necessary metaphorical relationship
belween political man and conversation, the history of
political man has often been indistinguishable from the
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storyteLlèr. L j.ke the storytelLer who sought to reconcile
man to the world, polit.ical man in his zeal for a

harmony of interests placed order and stability abovê the
uncertainty inherent in a dialogue of worLds. Within the
estabrished pority of the times this transrated into the
preservation and justification of the status quo. But which
became possible because of a tradition that integrated a

selected group of properties into a conceptuaL totality
that identified society with the totality that shaped it.

Hence the tyranny of metaphor; a history of political
thought that sought to define reality through politicat
man's appropriation of metaphorical identities. whère
identity becomes the originar cause for the totarization
of poritical thought. And where the dominance of the word
over discourse becomes the foundation for the history of
the world. In other words, because the word held sway

for so Iong, the transpositional identity between things
was given a central role in the development of Lhought..
Totality became possible, because the attributes of
sameness provided the conditions for transference. It also
neant that once transferred metaphor v¡ould no longer be
perceived as a metaphor. Instead, metaphor would be

reduced to a conceptual framer¡ork thât resembled the
characteristics of the word, at that time identified as the
fundamental unit of meaning, and hence as the vesseL of
rTruth'. Which is to say that by focussing only on
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identity, political man selected a limit.ed number of
attributes that were made to assume worLd_wide scope by
encompassing an entire age's thoughts and actions; while
at the same time, Ieveling off alI other metaphors,
concepts, and ideas that did not f i t the accepted
parameters, 6 4

Yet, in the words of paul dèMan, "properties, it seems,
do not properly totalizè, or rather, bhey totalize in a

haphazard and unreliabi-e way. It is indeed not a question
of ontoLogy, or things as they are, but of authority,
of things as they are decreed to be."6s It is language as
powèr on the part of the nob1e, powerf ui., and
high-stationed who, according to Nietzsche, "seized the
right to create values and to coin names for
values.r'66 It is authority in the guise of Truth:

"a mobile army of. metaphors, metonymies,anthropomorphisms: in shórt á sum of - 
humairelations which become po.iiãuriy --;ä

rhetorically intensified,..and afier lon! 
""ãgáseem to a nation fixed, canonic and bindini."e7 "-

In other words, metaphors that have become worn out or
effaced, so that the ideas and concepts that remain take on

the appearance of self-contained Lruths.6s Abstractions
without context or origin that, according to
Blumenberg, vrere raised to a metaphorical totality
by proctaiming their authority from a teleological
intention of legitimizing the political order as against
the threat of chaos.6e It is a self-assertion that
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displaces myth as the original
order that repeats the
Politics therefore became mylh

the storyteller. In the end,

order of the r¡orld with an

originaJ. act of creation.
and politicaI man replaced

it was order by decree.

Indeed, one need only examine the history of political
thought to realize the extent and tyranny of
conceptuaLly disguised metaphors. For example, in English
jurisprudence one of the more prominent references
involved the metaphorical concept of the King's Two

Bodies:

"For the King has in him Two Bodies viz., a bodynatural, and a_ body potitic. His body nátura1 iåa body mortal, subject to aII intiimities inã!
come by Nature-or accident, to the imbecitity õiinfancy or oId age...nuú his body poritið- is-ÃBody that cannot be seen or handled-, ' .onsisiinõof poJ.icy and covernment, and constítutea ioi-iüËDirection of the^people, and the managemen! ofthe public weaI. "70 thus;

"The King has two capacities, f.or he has TeoBodies, the one whereof is a body n.iurãi,consisting of natural members as every other m.n
!u", and in this he is subject to þassions anãdeath as orher len are; tf,e othèr is ã-¡ããvpolitic, and the members thereof are hiåsubjects, and he and his subjects tãgetirãi
compose the corporation, and he iã incorpórated!¡ith therî, and they ¡rith him, and he is t¡ã-frãããl
end they are the members, and he has the so1éGovernment of them. ',7 t

Now, according to Kantorowicz, the idea of the King'S Two

Bodies brings !o the forefront the mystical qual.ity of
the corporate ent i ty s imi lar to the corpus myst ic i sm

identified with Christ as the head of the Church. The

metaphor of the body politic is elevated to a



mys! ical levef that impl i es the immutabi 1i ty and

superiority of such a body r so that it is perceived as

an individual r¿ith a larger and more perfect
capacity.T 2 In that way, once the body politic is defined
as a transcendent organic whole, it becomes possible for
the immor!aI Kingship to migrate from one incarnation to
another, thereby preserving the validity of the polity for
a1] time.

But though anthropocentric consciousness eventually began

to decline in favour of a conception that perceived the
world ãs a machine constructed on behalf of man, the
tyranny of metaphor remained undiminished. The

metaphorical totatization of reality simply shifted from
an organic se I f -pe rpe t ua t i on to a mechanistic
"perfection of clockwork, which admitted only springs
and wheels, and seem to exclude any thought of criticism or
altering rea1iLy.,'13 Indeed, in a passage that Blumenberg
cites from SchIegel, the once dominant organic concept
came to be justified as the freedom of an unfinished worrd
that had become threatened by the ascendancy of this
rnechanistic totat i ty:

"The. reason why we speak against freedom is thatlt _þreaks up the unity of the world. For if theworld is thought of as a mechanism and man asabsolute causality, then the world is spfii, anãso is reason. The split that thus cómes' inLobeing is even noe, irreparable, and no prã"ti"ãipostulate can bridge it. . . rt is 'enri;;lt
different in our theory, where the world is aiorganism, a nature. we áo not want our action tosucceed; we want something to energe from it; ;;do not want everything Èo be a1réady forecíosedibut the mechanistic syètem prevents a6ir ;7r--- '
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Àlthough the tyranny of metaphor is evidenL in the use of

the above political metaphors, such is not the case
with conversation as a political metaphor. The unique
status of conversation is that it carries its metaphorical
traits over into the actuality of its discLosure.
Conversation discloses the plurality of poJ.itical
society, of the possibilities of an ever evoJ-ving
'significance', and thus of the dialogical unf oi-ding of
metaphors that result from the encounter between self and
world. In lhat way, conversation as politics nust be seen
as a metaphor of lolerance, because conversation does
not exclude the possibiLity of other metaphors but, in
fact, accounts for both their actuality and their
necessity. I t foLlows, that conversation is not a

political metaphor without remainder. Nor is it to be

identified as the political metaphor second to
conversation in its self-disclosure as a

presumes the condition of its relationship to other
metaphorical disclosures. As a metaphor that reveals the
disclosure of the encounter between self and language as
world, conversation must presume a commonality, and
therefore a background of intersubjective beliefs that
individuals are able to bring forth or encounter in the
course of the conversation.z5 For conversation is an

actuaLity of community and contact, of identity as
l¡el1 as differencer so that rrhen we refer to the

none. For

metaphor

conversation that political man dwells in, f,¡e a re
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simultaneously elevat ing other
the politics of humanity.

me taphor i ca l- accounts of

One metaphor that comes to mind, is 'the soLidarity of
civil society' . For one of the conditions that makes

conversation possible is a "solidarity that is expressed by
actors in their capacity to make common cause ¡¿hile
maintaining their equality and distinctness. It is a

transient, fluid form of association expressive of the
voluntary assumption of committments."z6 Here solidarity is
interpreted in the larger sense of communityr oF fot
that matter, as the commonaLity of humanity, so that as

opposed to the limited solidarity of special interest
groups r or historically defined groups, where conftict
is often the order between them, an enlarged solidarity is
a realization of social and politicat causes that a

community or humanity share. And it is this recognition
that enables conversation to occur, because conversaLion
only begins when we acknowledge the unity of a polity
itself. For that reason, conversation must be considered
the antithesis to poliÈica1 tyranny, because
conversation is not about itself, but about the disclosure
and relationship of the metaphors that political man

d¡re11s in.

In the end, ¡{e are reminded of Hegel's account of the
world spirit unfotding towards a self_conscious
realization of its oren freedom. For does not Hegel



define this teleology of freedom in terms of a historical
devolution of tyranny, where humanity's socio_political
world reflected an evolution from the aulhority of the one

who was free to the authority of the many who !¡ere all
free.77 But ins!ead of the metaphysics of a teleological
Being, the devolut ion of tryanny i s the dialect ical
movement away from the authority of the word and
t.ov¡ards a conversation of metaphorical discourse that
represents the prurality of potitical freedom. Ho!¡ else
to describe the history of political man, but as a

dialogical unfolding from the discourse of the one as
word to the conversation of the many as Metaphor.
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VI

CONCLUS l ONS

From lhe beginning, our intention !¡as to examine a

theory of metaphor as an interdiscipJ.inary phenomenon. We

had noted how many studies of metaphor had either
focussed on the semantic structure of metaphor r ot on the
chracteristics of a particular metaphor. But ¡,¡hile many

of these studies offered insights on the nature and use of
meLaphor ¡ they remained Largely unconcerned with the
broader implications of their concLusions. this
resulted in theories on metaphor that Þrere not able to
account for the phenomenal application of metaphors,
the apparent cognitive content of metaphor, and the
relationship between metaphor and knowledge; to name just
a few. This study vas therefore largely an attempt
to respond to some of these unanswered questions.

Thus, evolving out of a critique of the most prevalent
theories on metaphor ' and the re-evaruaLion of those
theories that f olJ.owed, we have arrived at a theory of
metaphor that begins as a sententional predication between
disparate terms, and that extends into the phenomenal

world as an encounter between self and language as world.

- 146 -
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At the LeveL of semantics, metaphor is a movement between
remote lerms that are brought together in a sentence,
blending both their differences and simiLarities into a

novel meaning. But as a sententionaL process, metaphor is
also a creative disclosure that reaches beyond J.anguage

and into Lhe phenomenal worl-d. What constitutes the
basis of this creative extension is a sententional process
that enables the imagination to appropriate ordinary
meanings into a noveL configuration. Metaphor is the
process that represents Èhe imaginations's intervention
in the wor Id , because mêtaphor concerns the
disclosure of that which bears 'reLevance,, which is to say
that metaphor is about the 'significance' that results
from the encounter between the self as an active
parLicipator and language as wortd. Hence it is an

encount.er between crea!ion and tradition, and reflects
the ontological condition of a dialogicaJ. being who is a

being in-the-world.

But once we refer to either a movement between
normally unassociated words at the leveI of the
sentencer or the imagination's intervention upon the
values held by a Iinguistic community r wê are referring
to a sententional process Lhat simultaneousì.y operates
on several levels. On the one hand, metaphor is a

creative disclosure that arises out of ordinary language
by forcing a re-alignmen! of what is held within the
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ordinary reLationship between words; i.e. those meanings
that are tacitly accepted as part of lhe polysemic range
of a word's literat meaning. On the olher hand, metaphor
is an integration of the imagination and the predicative
function of lhe sentence, so that it forms a disptay of
evolving images. rn that way, together with the movement

of words, metaphor is a projection of images that evolves
from the ordinary to the new. yèt once we refer to
metaphor as a relationship betvreen imagination and
predication, then metaphor also takes on an

ontoLogical dimension. For the question of predication
directly depends upon the roLe of the sentence as the
medium that links language to speech.

Now, this sententional extension into speech is !¡hat
enables metaphor to arise, because speech is about both
the self's distinctness, and the contextual actuaLity
of the self's participation with a Iinguistic
community. For that reason, metaphor is more than a

sernantic insightr oE a psychological perception. It is a

dialogical encounter between the imagination as se1f, and
the ordinary values of a Iinguistic community, and
represents the ' signif icance' of a being whose

ontological condition is as one who ís given over to
disclosedness, and lhe experience of part.icipation. ÀlI
of which become enhanced under conditions in ¡shich
conversation prevails. For conversation effectively
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creates the conditions by which the self may undergo an

experience with language that remains unhindered by the
threat of tyranny or the arbi trary mi suse of po!¡er .

Thus , as a predicat ive movement between di stant terms
metaphor is a creative disclosure between seLf and
language that fundamentally must be grounded in the
possibi I i ty of conversation.

This became evident, both in terms of defining what a

metaphor is about, and in terms of defining the
relat ionship between metaphors and the process and
development of knowJ-edge and understanding within
pol i t ical di scourse. For not only i s metaphor most
appropriately made possible by conversation, but
conversation as it is related to political man, is
also a metaphor that discl-oses the metaphorical nature of
poLitical man. which is to say that the 'conversation of
poì.itica1 man' is a metaphorical accounting of the
metaphor ical exploration of being-in-the-world.
Conversation points to Èhe metaphorical encounter
betvreen self and world, and of the dialogical
actualities that are made possible by the 'significance, of
that encounter. For the latter are the possibilty of
worLds, and result from a plurality of possible
relat ionships

commun i ty.
bet¡veen individuals and a Iinguistic
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Hence the danger of tyranny, because when conversation is
reduced or pushed underground, (though it is never
completely shut out), the plurality of the metaphorical
encounter betÌreen self and worLd is reduced to a conceptual
priviì.edge by r¡hich alt other concepts and truths are
measured. This has clearLy been the case in the history
of political man, who has more often than not resembLed

lhe storyteller or mythmaker when atLempting to
estabLish the totality of a political order; as
opposed to recognizing the pturality inherent in a

dialogue of possible worlds. For lhe hi story of
politicat man is a hidden history of the lyranny of
conceptually disguised metaphors, of lhe totarization
of a metaphorical order shaped by decree, and of ,Truths,

that take on a self-contained appearance.

Which explains the importance of the metaphorical
accounting of conversation, because conversa!ion reveals
the pluraì.ity of poJ.itical society, and as such, the
dialogicaJ- encounter between self and world that is the
unfolding of the possibilities of an ever evolving
metaphor ical di sc losure . I n the end , metaphor i s a

interdisciplinary process that is both grounded and
revealed in the ontologicaL condition of conversation,
because metaphor results from the actuality of beings
who are given over to discourse, understanding, and
participating within the pluraLily of the 'world_at_Iarge,.



But although we have exptored the basis for an

inlerdisciplinary theory of metaphor, much sti11 remains
unanswered. we have noted that metaphor must begin as a

sententional. process, but what of larger more cohesive
written works, such as a poem, a novel, or even a

philosophicar treatise. Each of these deverop creative
forms of meaning that resulE from a predicaÈive movement

that relates remote terms. But the 'meaning, and
'significance' of their composition is more often a

consequence of their total movement. In other words,
what we define as metaphor would be measured by the whole
poem, novel, or treatise.

In a different vein, there remains the metaphorical
possibilities of the visual arts, such as painËing,
photography, and sculpturing, to name a few. In this
case, metaphor must be defined as a relationship between
images and language, as it is when the imagination rvorks
strictly through language, such as in a poem, or poLitical
metaphor. yet, the guestion remains as to what extent
works, such as by Van Gogh, picasso, or Michael Angelo, can
be pl-aced under the rubric of ).anguage. For if we are to
link the purer arts to a theory of metaphor, we must first
account for their relationship to language. One

possibirity that comes to mind, may rie in the fact that
these forms of disclosure must presume a tradition of
varues and perceptions by which the self can first



encounter, in order then to display a 'significance, that
is meLaphor.

At a different leve1, the relationship between
metaphor and conversation must be seen to have significant
impLications for the conceplual process by which the
social sciences arrives at its 'Truths'. For though we

have explored that relationship in terms of the Study of
political man, metaphors are not limited to poetry or
politics, but encompass a variety of theoretical
expi-anations within other areas of the social sciences,
Hence the need for a comprehensive exploration of the
impact of an interdisciplinary theory of metaphor on

concept building within the social sciences itself, On

the other hand, studies on metaphor should not be l-imited
to the social sciences, because it is clear that lhe
natural sciences quite often make use of analogies,
or metaphorica). insights to grasp a sense and
understanding of the data that is encountered. what are
called paradigms are simpJ.y different models of
observaLional data that is presented as an account. of
reaì.iLy. To what extent these paradigms are dependent on

the metaphorical encounter bet!¡een the self and !¡orld needs
to be studied. Nonetheless, it does beg the guestion as to
whether the social sciences should be searching for a

methodoJ.ogical framework for arriving at a concèpt of
truth that is prevalent in lhe natural sc iences ¡ ot



whether the natural sciences should perhaps be cognizant
of the metaphoricity that is apparent in both the naturaL
and soc ial sc iences.

To conclude, this thesis is inlended as a contribution
to the literature, but clearly much stiII remains
unanswered. For though I have explored a theory of metaphor
that is an interdisciplinary phenomenon, the nature of
this study has precludèd a more extensive analyis of a

multi-level theory of metaphor. At this stage, what is
offered is sinply the beginning for a theory of metaphor
that originates out of the totality of the human

condition.
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